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ABSTRACT
The catalyst layer (CL) plays a crucial role in the overall performance of a
polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) due to the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction as
well as transport limitation in the presence of liquid water and ensuing flooding.
Nevertheless, it is often treated either as a thin interface or a macrohomogeneous porous
layer and the influence of underlying morphology and wetting characteristics on the
catalyst layer performance and water transport is ignored. The macroscopic fuel cell
models, therefore, employ effective transport properties for reactant and charge transport
as well as arbitrary two-phase closure relations for capillary pressure and relative
permeability, the experimental measurements of which are exceedingly difficult and
might be impossible in the near future. The role of the catalyst layer flooding in the
overall cell performance and the mechanisms of liquid water transport/removal from the
CL remain unexplored.
In order to reveal the underlying structure-performance relationship and to predict
reliable closure relations, a pore-scale modeling framework comprising of a stochastic
microstructure reconstruction model, an electrochemistry coupled direct numerical
simulation (DNS) model and a two-phase lattice Boltzmann (LB) model is developed.
The stochastic reconstruction model generates 3-D, statistically meaningful catalyst layer
microstructure based on inputs from transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of
an actual catalyst layer. Pore-level description of charge and species transport within the
complex CL microstructure is achieved through the direct numerical simulation (DNS)
model. The main purpose of the DNS model is to unravel the CL compositional influence
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on the performance and enable composition optimization for better performance. The
mesoscopic lattice Boltzmann (LB) model simulates the liquid water transport through
the CL microstructure in order to gain insight into the influence of structure on the porescale two-phase dynamics as well as to evaluate the two-phase constitutive relations in
terms of capillary pressure and relative permeability as functions of liquid water
saturation. A quantitative estimate of the detrimental effect of liquid water on the CL
electrochemical performance in terms of the pore blockage and catalytic site coverage
effects, which cannot be evaluated experimentally at present, is predicted from the
combined LB and DNS models. These transport parameters can be used as reliable
closure relations in macroscopic fuel cell models.
Furthermore, a macroscopic model of CL flooding is devised based on a
simplified structure-wettability representation and a physical description of water and
heat balance. The role of evaporation in the CL liquid water saturation distribution and
resulting flooding is elucidated. While the primary focus of the pore-scale modeling is to
quantitatively estimate the transport parameters along with a detailed structure-transportperformance description, the macroscopic analysis reveals profound inter-relations of
adjacent components and operating cell temperature with CL flooding.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Fuel cells, being highly energy efficient, environmentally benign and minimally
noisy, are widely considered as the 21st century energy-conversion devices for mobile,
stationary and portable power. Among the several types of fuel cells, polymer electrolyte
fuel cell (PEFC) has emerged as the most promising power source for a wide range of
applications.

1.1 Catalyst Layer – the Heart of a PEFC
A typical PEFC, schematically shown in Figure 1-1, consists of seven subregions:
the anode gas channel, anode gas diffusion layer (GDL), anode catalyst layer (CL),
ionomeric membrane, cathode CL, cathode GDL, and cathode gas channel. The protonexchange membrane electrolyte is a distinctive feature of the PEFC. Usually, the two thin
catalyst layers are coated on both sides of the membrane, forming a membrane-electrode
assembly (MEA). The anode feed, generally, consists of hydrogen, water vapor, and
nitrogen or hydrogen/water binary gas, whereas humidified air is fed into the cathode.
Hydrogen and oxygen combine electrochemically within the active catalyst layers to
produce electricity, water and waste heat. The catalyst layer of thickness around 10 µm
is, therefore, a critical component of a PEFC and requires extensive treatment. Gottesfeld
and Zawodzinski [1] and more recently Eikerling and co-workers [2, 3] provided good
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overviews of the catalyst layer structure and functions. The hydrogen oxidation reaction
(HOR) occurs at the anode side catalyst layer and protons are generated according to the
following reaction:

H 2 → 2 H + + 2e −

1.1

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) takes place at the cathode catalyst layer and water
is produced.

O2 + 4 H + + 4e − → 2 H 2 O

1.2

Thus, the overall cell reaction is:
2 H 2 + O2 → 2 H 2 O

1.3

HOR has orders of magnitude higher reaction rate than ORR, which leaves ORR as a
potential source of large voltage loss in PEFCs and hence the cathode catalyst layer is the
electrode of primary importance in a PEFC. Due to the acid nature of the polymer
membrane and low-temperature operation, Pt or Pt-alloys are the best-known catalysts for
PEFCs. For the electrochemical reaction to occur in the cathode catalyst layer, the layer
must provide access for oxygen molecules, protons, and electrons. The state-of-the-art
CL in a PEFC is thus a three-phase composite, shown schematically in Figure 1-2, and
consists of: (1) ionomers, i.e. the ionic phase which is typically Nafion® to provide a
passage for protons to be transported in or out, (2) metal (Pt) catalysts supported on
carbon i.e. the electronic phase for electron conduction, and (3) pores for the oxygen gas
to be transferred in and product water out. Assuming isothermal operation of the PEFC,
the salient phenomena occurring in the complex catalyst layer, therefore, include
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interfacial reaction at the electrochemically active sites, proton transport in the
electrolyte, electron conduction in the electronic phase (i.e. Pt/C), oxygen diffusion
through the gas phase, liquid water, and electrolyte phase and liquid water transport
through the pore network.

1.2 Background and Motivation

Different approaches have been undertaken in the literature to model the catalyst
layer of a PEFC. In most of the macroscopic models reported in the literature, the active
catalyst layer was treated either as an infinitely thin interface or a macrohomogeneous
porous layer. A few CL-specific detailed models were developed for PEFCs primarily
based on the theory of volume averaging, which can be further distinguished as film
model, homogeneous model, and agglomerate model. Several analytical and numerical
solutions for the cathode catalyst layer under various conditions were provided by
Springer and Gottesfeld [4], Perry et. al. [5], and Eikerling and Kornyshev [6].
Comprehensive overviews of the various catalyst layer models were furnished in the
recent reviews by Wang [7] and Weber and Newman [8].
Since the catalyst layer consists of both, the ionomer and void phase, water
management becomes an important issue especially for the cathode catalyst layer. The
ionomer requires water for good proton conductivity. On the other hand, water is
produced due to ORR and water also migrates from the anode side through the polymer
membrane due to electro-osmotic drag, thus causing flooding of the cathode catalyst
layer leading to hindered oxygen transport to the reaction sites. Hence, investigating
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water transport in the cathode catalyst layer is of paramount importance. Several groups
have modeled water transport in PEFCs at various levels of complexity. Among the
various water transport models for the catalyst layer, developed within the general
framework of computational fuel cell dynamics (CFCD), notable works include Wang
and co-workers [9, 10], Dutta et al. [11, 12], Berning et al. [13], and Mazumder and Cole
[14]. However, as far as the catalyst layer modeling is concerned, Berning et al. [13]
treated the catalyst layer as an interface between the membrane and the gas diffusion
layer (GDL), Dutta et al. [11, 12] did not include the MEA in the computational domain.
While Mazumder and Cole [14] supposedly did not consider water transport through the
membrane, Wang and co-workers [9, 10] provided a comprehensive water transport
model throughout the PEFC including the MEA.
However, none of the above-mentioned models resolve the underlying structural
influence on the catalyst layer performance and water transport in it. Due to the
macroscopic nature of the current models, they employ constitutive closure relations
based on the effective-medium approximation (EMA), originally developed by
Bruggeman (1935) and Landauer (1952) [15], thereby replacing the disordered medium
with an equivalent uniform system with certain effective transport properties, which
mimic the actual medium. The situation is even worse in the two-phase regime where
liquid water covers the reaction sites rendering reduced catalytic activity as well as
blocks the porous pathways thus causing hindered oxygen transport to the active reaction
sites and leading to CL flooding and severe performance degradation. This leads to an
extra level of complexity in macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models in terms of
employing appropriate two-phase closure relations, namely capillary pressure and relative
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permeability correlations as function of liquid water saturation. Unfortunately, no such
correlations for the catalyst layer are available in the literature, primarily because a viable
experimental approach in obtaining such constitutive relations in the 10 µm thick
structure is exceedingly difficult and probably impossible in the foreseeable future. Even
if appropriate experiments could be designed from the knowledge abundant in the
literature dealing with multiphase flows in reservoir/petroleum engineering as well as
ground water flows, the fidelity of such measurements will still be questionable owing to
their operational non-conformity with actual fuel cell conditions. To this extent, although
substantial research, both theoretical and experimental, has been conducted as far as the
overall PEFC is concerned, there is serious paucity of fundamental understanding about
the overall structure-performance relation as well as the underlying two-phase dynamics
in the catalyst layer. Furthermore, while the effect of liquid water flooding in the GDL
and the flow field has received wide attention and has been extensively studied [7], the
CL flooding phenomena and its role in the overall fuel cell water balance and
performance has hardly been explored. This leads to the following outstanding questions
pertaining to the catalyst layer of a PEFC:
•

What is a reasonable estimate of the resistance to oxidant diffusion and ion
transport owing to the underlying complex morphology of the CL structure? Can
we reasonably predict the Bruggeman factors [15] for effective transport property
estimation which could be used as valuable inputs to the macrohomogeneous
models?

•

What could be the optimum composition of the cathode catalyst layer in terms of
the relative volume fractions of the constituent phases? Is it possible to devise a
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fast-screening tool to predict structure-performance relation of the catalyst layer,
leading to novel catalyst layer design?
•

What is a viable solution toward predicting reliable two-phase correlations,
namely capillary pressure and relative permeability as functions of liquid water
saturation, which can be employed as valuable closure relations in two-phase
computational fuel cell dynamics (CFCD) models?

•

What could be a viable solution toward quantitative estimation of the catalytic site
coverage and the pore blockage effects due to liquid water in the catalyst layer,
which can be further used as inputs into macroscopic two-phase models?

•

How does the CL flooding affect the cell performance? What is the impact of heat
generation in the CL on the liquid water saturation and flooding?
Pore-scale modeling approach offers excellent versatility in the fundamental

investigation of transport phenomena owing to the detailed information available at the
microscopic scale. Specifically, pore-scale modeling shows tremendous prospect in the
following aspects.
• Pore-scale modeling provides unique opportunities to understand the underlying
processes, e.g. multiphase dynamics occurring within the complex porous
structure, which are still unknown due to the scarcity of the viable experimental
methods as well as to predict the inherent structure-performance dependence;
• Pore-level simulation tool offers excellent flexibility in designing numerical
experiments conforming to the experimental operating conditions in order to
evaluate constitutive closure relations, e.g. two-phase correlations in terms of
capillary pressure and relative permeability as functions of saturation, which are
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extremely difficult and probably impossible to be obtained by the laboratory
experiments.
Recent advances in microstructure generation techniques, allowing accurate
representation of the underlying pore-morphology, and quantum jump in computational
power through the availability of relatively inexpensive high-performance computers
over the last decade are the major proponents in the explosion of interest in predictive
pore-scale modeling.
While pore-scale modeling is promising in unveiling the intricate structuretransport interactions, a theoretical analysis of liquid water transport in the CL will allow
to easily identify the importance of the different physical processes and operating
conditions in the CL flooding prediction.

1.3 Research Objectives

The overall objective of this work is to develop a comprehensive, predictive
framework encompassing pore-scale modeling and theoretical analysis which will not
only answer the afore-mentioned long-standing questions but also garner fundamental
understanding of the underlying transport mechanisms in the complex catalyst layer
structure of a PEFC. The specific research objectives include:
•

Development of a stochastic reconstruction technique in order to generate threedimensional digital catalyst layer microstructures;

•

Optimization of the CL through the development of a direct numerical simulation
(DNS) model, which will allow the investigation of species and charge transport
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as well as reveal the influence of the constituent phase compositions on the CL
performance;
•

Development of lattice Boltzmann (LB) mesoscopic simulation technique for
understanding liquid water transport as well as structure-wettability relationship
in the CL ;

•

Evaluation of two-phase constitutive relations in terms of capillary pressure and
relative permeability as functions of liquid water saturation as well as estimation
of the site coverage and pore blockage effects due to liquid water for the CL; and

•

Development of a theoretical framework of liquid water transport based on a
simplified structure-wettability representation and a physical description of water
and heat balance in order to discern the role of the CL as a heat exchanger, its
impact on the underlying flooding and cell performance.
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Chapter 2
CATALYST LAYER MICROSTRUCTURE GENERATION

2.1 Introduction

A detailed description of the porous microstructure can be obtained in the form of
3-D volume data. Several experimental techniques can be deployed to image the pore
structure in three dimensions. Earlier attempts include employing destructive serial
sectioning of pore casts [16, 17] to reconstruct the complex pore space. Recently, noninvasive techniques such as X-ray and magnetic resonance computed micro-tomography
[18, 19] and scanning laser confocal microscopy [20] are the preferred choices over the
earlier destructive methods. Additionally, 3-D porous structure can be generated using
stochastic simulation technique, which creates 3-D replicas of the random microstructure
based on specified low-order statistical information (e.g. porosity and two-point
correlation function). Such information can be readily obtained from high-resolution 2-D
binary micrographs of a porous sample. Adler and Thovert [21] and Torquato [22]
provided comprehensive overviews of statistical description of porous microstructures. In
the absence of adequate 3-D volume data, the low cost and high speed of data generation
as well as the ability to overcome present resolution constraints of computed microtomography (ca. 5-10 µm per voxel) have established the base for the wide acceptance of
the stochastic generation method as a viable alternative to experimental acquisition of 3D volume data.
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2.2 Stochastic Generation Method

The stochastic simulation technique is based on the idea that an arbitrarily
r
complex pore structure can be described by the values of a phase function, Z (r ) at each

r
point, r , within the porous medium. The phase function takes the values of zero or unity

depending on whether the point corresponds to void or solid, respectively and can be
defined as [23]:
r
r ⎧0 if r is in the pore space
Z (r ) = ⎨
otherwise,
⎩1

2.1

If the pore structure is statistically homogeneous, then it can be fully, albeit
implicitly, described by the first two statistical moments of the binary phase function.
r
These are the porosity, ε and two-point autocorrelation function, RZ (u ) . The porosity is

the probability that a voxel, i.e. each elementary unit arising from discretizing the 3-D
continuum space, is in the pore space, and is given by [23]:
r

ε = Z (r )

2.2

The two-point autocorrelation function is the probability that two voxels at a

r
distance r are both in the pore space and can be defined as [23]:
r
r
r r
RZ (u ) = [ Z (r ) − ε ][ Z (r + u ) − ε ] /(ε − ε 2 )

2.3

r
where overbar denotes statistical average and u is the lag vector. For a statistically
r
homogeneous porous medium, ε is a constant and RZ (u ) is only a function of the lag

r
r
vector, u , i.e. independent of the location vector r . Furthermore, if the porous medium
r
r
is isotropic, the autocorrelation function RZ (u ) is only a function of the norm of u .
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In general, the stochastic generation method creates a realization of the 3-D
porous medium in terms of a binary, discrete population Z ( x) , which takes only twovalues 0 and 1, by transforming a Gaussian set, X ( x) , of standard, normal variates x. The
final 3-D binary image represents a porous structure of prescribed porosity and
autocorrelation function. This statistics-based reconstruction method was originally
developed in 2-D by Joshi [24] and extended to 3-D by Quiblier [25]. Adler et al. [26]
applied it to the reconstruction of Fontainbleau sandstone. Ioannidis et al. [27] modified
this method slightly by using Discrete Fourier Transform, originally devised by Gutjahr
[28]. In our study, we employed a simplified version by Bentz et al. [29] of the approach
outlined by Quiblier [25].
The reconstruction technique starts with computing the autocorrelation function
of the 2-D TEM image from the original porous medium. To minimize finite size effects,
periodic boundaries are utilized during microstructure generation. If the MxN pixel twodimensional image is defined as a discrete valued function I(x,y), where I(x,y) is equal to
one for solid pixels and zero for pore pixels, the two-point correlation function S(x,y) for
the image is given by [30]:
M

N

S ( x, y ) = ∑∑
i =1 j =1

I ( x, y ) * I (i + x, j + y )
M *N

2.4

The function S(x,y) is then converted to its polar form S(r) for distances r in pixels by the
equation [30]:
S (r ) =

1 2r
πl
S (r , )
∑
2r + 1 l = 0
4r

2.5
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where S(r) = S(rcosθ, rsinθ) is obtained by bilinear interpolation from the values of S(x,y)
determined above.
Following the approach used by Quiblier [25], the initial reconstructed image
consisting of Gaussian distributed noise is generated using a uniform random number
generator [31] The Box-Muller method [32] is used to convert the uniform random
deviates to normal deviates. This 3-D white noise image, N(x,y,z), is then directly filtered
with the autocorrelation function, F(x,y,z), defined as [33]:
F ( r ) = F ( x, y , z ) =

[ S (r = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 ) − S (0) * S (0)]
[ S (0) − S (0) * S (0)]

2.6

By definition, F(0) = 1 and F(r) → 0 as r → ∞, since S(r) → [S(0)]2 as r → ∞. The
resultant image, R(x,y,z), is then calculated as:
m

n

p

R ( x, y, z ) = ∑∑∑ N (i + x, j + y, k + z ) * F (i, j , k )

2.7

i =0 j =0 k =0

This method is a simplification of the approach utilized by Quiblier [25], where a matrix
of filtering coefficients is computed by solving a huge system of nonlinear equations, and
is superior numerically since no inversion is required.
After the filtering process, a gray scale image, R(x,y,z), is obtained. This image is
finally converted to a binary (0-pore and 1-solid) image by a thresholding operation. A
threshold gray scale is chosen, such that all voxels with gray level above and below this
threshold are set to either solid or pore. This threshold gray scale is such that a 3-D binary
image is created in which the porosity matches with that of the original porous medium.
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2.3 Catalyst Layer Microstructure
The cathode catalyst layer of a PEFC consists of a mixture of catalyst platinum
supported on carbon, ionomeric electrolyte and void space. In the present study, the
catalyst layer is assumed to contain two phases: the gas phase (i.e. the void space) and a
mixed electrolyte/electronic phase (i.e. the solid matrix), henceforth referred to as the
electrolyte phase. The assumption of the mixed electrolyte/electronic phase can be well
justified from the perspective of charge transport in the CL and will be justified later in
Chapter 3. Using the aforementioned stochastic reconstruction technique, a 3-D
description of the catalyst layer microstructure is generated from a 2-D transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image of an actual catalyst layer as input. In the present
study, two types of catalyst layer microstructures pertaining to the typical fabrication
methods, namely catalyst coated membrane (CCM) and catalyzed diffusion medium
(CDM), are reconstructed. The actual volume fractions of the constituent phases, namely
carbon, Pt and electrolyte, within a catalyst layer can be estimated from the respective
mass loading data, known from the CL fabrication process, based on the methodology
described by Gasteiger et al. [34]. For example, assuming the mass loading data of Pt,
carbon and Nafion®, respectively, as: 0.35 mg-Pt/cm2, 0.525 mg-C/cm2 and 0.22 mgNafion®/cm2 and taking the bulk density of 2 g/cm3 for the ionomer and carbon support
each and 21.5 g/cm3 for platinum, the volume fraction of each of the constituent phases
can be readily calculated for a catalyst layer of thickness 10 µm. The volume fractions of
ionomer, carbon and Pt are estimated, respectively, as: Ionomer = 11%, Carbon = 27%,
Pt ≅ 2%, and thus leading to a void fraction of approximately 60%. In the present study,
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the pore and solid volume fractions are considered 60% and 40%, respectively, for both
the CCM and CDM catalyst layers, unless otherwise mentioned specifically. The twopoint autocorrelation function is calculated first from the binarized (pore/solid) 2-D
image, generated from the original 2-D TEM image, using some standard image
processing technique. Figures 2-1(a) and 2-1(b) show the 2-D TEM image and the
resulting binarized micrograph, respectively, for the CCM CL. In Figure 2-1(b), the pore
space is white and the solid phase is black. It should be noted that the porosity input for
the 3-D reconstruction is the actual porosity of the catalyst layer measured apriori using
standard techniques and the apparent pore space in the 2-D binary micrograph (Figure 21(b)) does not determine porosity, however, providing the void phase map for
determining the two-point autocorrelation function. Similarly, Figures 2-2 (a) and 2-2 (b)
represent the input 2-D TEM image and the corresponding binary micrograph,
respectively, for the CDM CL and pore/solid phase color map is identical to that for the
CCM CL images. The resolution of the 2-D images is set at 512×512 pixels, which was
reported to be sufficient for optimum phase resolution [30]. With the respective
autocorrelation function and a nominal porosity of 0.6 as inputs, the stochastic simulation
model, finally, produces the 3-D representations of the CCM and CDM catalyst layer
microstructures, shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4, respectively.
The constituent unit cells (void/matrix) within the microstructures are further
distinguished into “transport” and “dead” pore and electrolyte cells by deploying a simple
structural designation routine. In brief, the structural module scans the entire
reconstructed microstructure to identify those pore cells which are connected to
electrolyte cells on all six faces and mark those as “dead” pores and likewise for the
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electrolyte cells. The interfacial area between the “transport” pore and the “transport”
electrolyte phase is the actual area available for the electrochemical reaction to occur and
is defined as the electrochemically active area (ECA). The ratio of the catalyzed
interfacial area within the porous catalyst layer microstructure to the cross-sectional
geometrical area is defined as the “ECA ratio”. The imposition of the structural
identification comes from the fact that the pores, which are connected to each other, form
a continuous network allowing a fluid to transport across the porous medium and
henceforth, referred to as the “transport” pore cluster. A pore belonging to the “transport”
pore cluster is called a “transport” pore; otherwise it is called a “dead” pore. Similar
argument applies to the electrolyte phase as well. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 display the local
distributions of total pore and electrolyte volume fractions across the thickness for the
CCM and CDM catalyst layers, respectively. Since the porosity is high, the “transport”
pore distribution closely follows the total pore distribution, thus leading to a very small
“dead” pore volume fraction. Similarly, almost all of the electrolyte phase is “transport”
electrolyte. It should be noted that the “electrolyte” phase actually refers to the entire
solid matrix in the two-phase reconstruction technique and therefore leads to a relatively
large solid matrix fraction. The designation of “transport” and “dead” phase arises strictly
from phase-connectivity consideration and follows the underlying stochastic nature of the
microstructure reconstructed within the bounds of the specified moments of the otherwise
random porous structure. Protons migrate to the reaction sites through the left boundary,
connected to the electrolyte membrane. Oxygen and electrons are transported to the
catalyst layer through the right boundary interfacing with the gas diffusion layer (GDL).
In the span-wise i.e. y and z directions, periodic boundary condition is applied assuming
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that the actual catalyst layer consists of several repeating units. Several 3-D realizations
of the CL microstructures were reconstructed with different voxel resolutions. The voxel
resolution represents the number of the unit volume elements for the discretization of the
continuum space in the reconstruction of the 3-D microstructures. The variation of the
ECA ratio with different voxel resolutions was recorded and is shown in Figure 2.7. It
can be observed that with the voxel resolution of around 100×50×50 and beyond there is
no significant change in the ECA ratio of the reconstructed CCM and CDM CLs.
However, keeping in mind the significant computational expense of the pore-scale
simulations, the reconstructed microstructures with 100×50×50 resolution is considered
as the “base” structures for the subsequent transport calculations if not stated otherwise.
The ECA ratio values obtained from the “base” reconstructed microstructures are
listed in Table 2-1 along with the ECA ratio data measured experimentally using cyclic
voltammetry (CV) for both the CCM and CDM CLs. The ECA ratio value for the CCM
CL matches very well with the experimental data; however the reconstructed CDM CL
exhibits slightly lower value than the experimental data. The discrepancy in the ECA
ratio value for the CDM microstructure could be due to the lack of phase resolution in the
input 2-D TEM image resulting in a moderately resolved pore/solid binary micrograph,
shown in Figure 2-2 (b), which is subsequently used as input for the two-point
autocorrelation function calculation. It is worth noting that the ECA ratio is one of the
most important structural parameters for the reactive CLs.
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2.4 Conclusions
The stochastic reconstruction technique is developed, which generates two-phase
(pore/electrolyte) description of the 3-D digital microstructure of the cathode catalyst
layer of a PEFC based on low-order statistical inputs. This reconstruction model is
subsequently deployed to generate 3-D microstructures of the CCM and CDM CLs,
which is the essential prerequisite in pore-scale modeling proposed in the present work.
The ECA ratio predicted by the generated CL microstructures shows good agreement
with CV data, which in turn testifies that the current stochastic technique sufficiently
resolves a representative catalyst layer structure.
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Table 2-1: ECA ratio values for the CCM and CDM CLs
CCM
Reconstructed

CCM
Experimental

(base)
ECA Ratio

CDM
Reconstructed

CDM
Experimental

(base)
46

45

30

39
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(a) 2-D TEM image

(b) 2-D binary image
White Æ pore, Black Æ solid
Figure 2-1: Input 2-D images for the CCM CL.
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(a) 2-D TEM image

(b) 2-D binary image
White Æ pore, Black Æ solid
Figure 2-2: Input 2-D images for the CDM CL.
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Figure 2-3: Reconstructed CCM CL microstructure (solid phase in yellow).
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Figure 2-4: Reconstructed CDM CL microstructure (solid phase in yellow).
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Figure 2-5: Cross-section averaged pore/solid distribution along the thickness of the
reconstructed CCM CL microstructure.
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Figure 2-6: Cross-section averaged pore/solid distribution along the thickness of the
reconstructed CDM CL microstructure.
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Figure 2-7: Variation of the ECA ratio of the reconstructed CL microstructures with
different voxel resolution.

Chapter 3
DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SPECIES AND CHARGE
TRANSPORT IN THE CL

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned earlier, traditionally, porous electrodes in fuel cells are modeled
using the macro-homogeneous technique, where the properties and variables of each
phase are volume-averaged over a representative elementary volume containing a
sufficient number of particles. In such an approach, microscopic details of the pore
structure are smeared and the electrode is described using the porosity, interfacial area
per unit volume, effective conductivity, diffusivity etc. through a homogenized porous
medium. With these volume-averaged variables, macroscopic governing equations are
derived from their microscopic counterparts by assuming the uniformity of the
microscopic properties within the representative elementary volume, which implies
existence of phase equilibrium. In these volume-averaged equations, empirical
correlations are used to describe the effective properties as a function of porosity and
tortuosity, which are characteristics of the porous structure. The concept of tortuosity is
often introduced in the context of defining the closure relations for solving transport in
porous media and is derived from the fact that the actual path followed by the transported
material, such as species and ion in the case of the catalyst layer, is microscopically very
complex, or “tortuous” [35, 36]. Therefore, in the macro-homogeneous model, both the
structure and the variables are homogenized microscopically. The effects of the micro-
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structural morphology are ignored and also empirical transport properties are introduced
in the macroscopic models, which do not address localized phenomena at the pore level.
In an earlier attempt, Pisani et al. [37] developed an analytical pore-scale model over
idealized, one-dimensional pore geometry and assessed the effects of catalyst layer pore
structure on polarization performance. In brief, their focus was to distinguish the porescale processes (e.g. pore-level variation of reactant concentration in the electrolyte
phase) from the ones that do not change over the pore dimension. They derived an
analytical expression of a modified Butler-Volmer equation, separately for each
simplified geometry under consideration, to describe the effective reaction rate, which, in
turn, partly accounts for the porous structure inhomogeneity effect. However, their model
lacks the generalized description of pore-scale charge and species transport as well as a
realistic CL microstructure. In order to reveal the interplay between the catalyst layer
structure and the underlying species and charge transport, as well as to predict reliable
structural parameters in terms of Bruggeman factors, a direct numerical simulation (DNS)
model is developed. The current DNS model relies on the recent work by Wang [38] and
Wang and co-workers [39, 40], where pore-level description of species and charge
transport within an idealized as well as a purely random, computer-generated catalyst
layer microstructure was delineated. In the present work, the DNS model solves transport
equations for charge, oxygen and water vapor directly at the pore level on a realistic,
statistically rigorous three-dimensional description of the catalyst layer microstructure
generated using the stochastic reconstruction technique, detailed in Chapter 2, with inputs
from the TEM image of an actual catalyst layer. The model is further extended to study
the structure-performance relationships for different catalyst layer microstructures,
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namely CCM, CDM and bi-layer CCM, and finally indicate the optimization of the
catalyst layer for the best performance based on the underlying composition and
structure.

3.2 DNS Model
Once the microstructure is generated and the constituent phases (i.e. “transport”
and “dead” pore and electrolyte phases) are identified, the DNS model solves point-wise
accurate transport equations for charge and species conservation directly on the
reconstructed catalyst layer microstructure.

3.2.1 Salient Physico-Electro-Chemical Processes
The key processes considered in the current DNS model, which describe several
interlinked electrochemical and transport phenomena occurring within the catalyst layer,
are the following:
•

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the electrochemically active surface,
represented by the interface between a “transport” pore and a “transport” electrolyte
cell;

•

Diffusion of oxygen and water vapor through the “transport” pore phase;

•

Charge transport through the “transport” electrolyte phase.
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3.2.2 Model Assumptions
The chief assumptions employed in the model are as follows:
•

isothermal and steady state operation;

•

existence of thermodynamic equilibrium at the reaction interface between the oxygen
concentration in the gas phase and that dissolved in the electrolyte phase i.e.
negligible oxygen diffusion in the electrolyte phase due to the small ionomer film
thickness (~ 2 nm), as approximately estimated by Kocha [41],covering the C/Pt
surface;

•

water is in the gas phase even if water vapor concentration slightly exceeds the
saturation value corresponding to the cell operation temperature (i.e. slight
oversaturation is allowed);

•

water in the electrolyte phase is in equilibrium with the water vapor, thus water
transport through the gas phase is only considered and the electro-osmotic drag due to
water through the electrolyte phase in the CL is neglected;

•

uniform electronic phase potential since the electrode is very thin and its electronic
conductivity is very high and hence the electron transport is not considered. The ionic
conductivity of the mixed phase is thus normalized w.r.t. the electrolyte phase volume
fraction as follows:

κ = κ 0 .(

εe
εe + εs

)1.5 = κ 0 ⋅ (

ε e 1.5
)
1− ε g

3.1

where κ0 is the intrinsic conductivity of the electrolyte phase, εe, εs and εg, are the
electrolyte phase, electronic phase and gas pore volume fractions, respectively. It should
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be noted that the afore-mentioned Bruggeman-like correction factor in the effective,
intrinsic ionic conductivity is strictly due to the mixed electrolyte/electronic phase
assumption in the two-phase reconstruction model. However, similar to the pore-path
tortuosity owing to the underlying structure, the local variation of the electrolyte phase
volume fraction and its impact on the proton-path tortuosity are still enforced via the
reconstruction model as evidenced by the local variations of the solid phase volume
fractions in Figures 2-5 and 2-6. Advancing the current two-phase reconstruction model
to a three-phase description depends on the available phase resolution of the state-of-theart TEM characterization of the CL structures. A distinct three-phase resolution of the CL
micrographs will enable the description of separate electrolyte and electronic phases in
the microstructure reconstruction model and subsequently aid to the inclusion of water
transport via electro-osmotic drag in the CL membrane phase within the framework of
the DNS model. These advancements are envisioned as future tasks to the current DNS
model.

3.2.3 Governing Equations
A single set of differential equations valid for all the phases is developed, which
obviates the specification of internal boundary conditions at the phase interfaces. Due to
slow kinetics of the ORR, the electrochemical reaction is described by the Tafel kinetics
as follows:
⎛ c
j = −i0 ⎜ O 2
⎜c
⎝ O 2,ref

⎞
⎟ exp⎛⎜ − α c F η ⎞⎟
⎟
⎝ RT
⎠
⎠

3.2
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where i0 is the exchange current density, cO2 and cO2,ref refer to local oxygen
concentration and reference oxygen concentration respectively, αc is the cathode transfer
co-efficient for ORR, F is the Faraday’s constant, R is the universal gas constant, and T is
the cell operating temperature. A value of 50 nA/cm2 for the exchange current density is
used in the present work. The overpotential, η, is defined as:

η = φ −φ −U0
s

e

3.3

where φs and φe stand for the electronic and electrolyte phase potentials at the reaction
sites respectively. U0 is the reference open-circuit potential of the cathode under the cell
operation temperature.
The conservation equations for the transport of proton, O2 and water vapor,
respectively, can be expressed as follows:
∇ ⋅ (κ e ∇φ e ) + a ∫ jδ ( x − x int erface )ds = 0
Γ

j
δ ( x − x int erface )ds = 0
4F
j
∇ ⋅ ( DHg 2O ∇c H 2O ) + a ∫
δ ( x − xint erface )ds = 0
Γ 2F
∇ ⋅ ( DOg2 ∇c O2 ) + a ∫

Γ

3.4
3.5
3.6

where a represents the specific interfacial area and is defined as the interfacial surface
area where the reaction occurs per unit volume of the catalyst layer, s is the nondimensional interface, Γ represents the interfacial surface over which the surface integral
is taken, δ ( x − x int erface ) is a delta function which is zero everywhere but unity at the
interface where the reaction occurs. The second term in the above equations, therefore,
represents a source/sink term at the catalyzed interface where the electrochemical
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reaction takes place. It is important to note that the transfer current density, j, is negative
for the electrolyte phase. With the CL thickness of 10 µm, the reconstructed
microstructures for the CCM and CDM CLs give rise to the specific interfacial area, a ,
of 45×105 m-1 and 30×105 m-1 which is an important input to the macrohomogeneous
model detailed later.
The above governing equations are extended to be valid for the entire
computational domain by introducing a discrete phase function f. The phase function, f, at
each elementary cell center (i,j,k), is defined as follows:
⎧0
⎪1
⎪
f (i, j , k ) = ⎨
⎪2
⎪⎩3

" transport" pores
" transport" electrolytes
" dead" pores
" dead" electrolytes

3.7

The proton conductivity, oxygen diffusivity and water vapor diffusivity, respectively, can
be correspondingly expressed in terms of the phase function in a discrete fashion as:

K (i, j, k ) = κ e ⋅ f (i, j , k ) ⋅ [2 − f (i, j , k )] ⋅ [3 − f (i, j, k )] / 2

3.8

DO2 (i, j , k ) = DOg2 ⋅ [1 − f (i, j , k )] ⋅ [2 − f (i, j , k )] ⋅ [3 − f (i, j , k )] / 6

3.9

DH 2O (i, j , k ) = DHg 2O ⋅ [1 − f (i, j , k )] ⋅ [2 − f (i, j , k )] ⋅ [3 − f (i, j , k )] / 6

3.10

The above expressions indicate that the proton conductivity and species diffusivity
identically go to zero in the “dead” electrolyte and the “dead” pore cells respectively.
Now, based on the single-domain approach, the conservation equations, Eqs. 3.4,
3.5, and 3.6, for charge, oxygen and water transport, respectively, can be discretized
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using the discrete form of the transport coefficients as well as suitable forms of the source
terms. The volumetric source terms for charge, oxygen and water vapor, Sφ, S O2 and S H 2O ,
respectively, can be expressed at the cell center (i,j,k), in the discretized form, as:
S φ (i, j , k ) = −

i

c

0
g
O2 , ref

f (i, j , k ) exp[

αcF
RT

φ e (i, j , k )] ⋅

{[1 − f (i − 1, j , k )]cO2 (i − 1, j , k ) / ∆x + [1 − f (i + 1, j , k )]cO2 (i + 1, j , k ) / ∆x +

3.11

[1 − f (i, j − 1, k )]cO2 (i, j − 1, k ) / ∆y + [1 − f (i, j + 1, k )]cO2 (i, j + 1, k ) / ∆y +
[1 − f (i, j , k − 1)]cO2 (i, j , k − 1) / ∆z + [1 − f (i, j , k + 1)]cO2 (i, j , k + 1) / ∆z}
S O2 (i, j , k ) = −

i0
4 Fc Og 2 , ref

αcF

[1 − f (i, j , k )]c O2 (i, j , k ) ⋅

S H 2O (i, j , k ) =

φ e (i − 1, j , k )] / ∆x + f (i + 1, j , k ) exp[

αcF

φ e (i + 1, j, k )] / ∆x +
RT
RT
α F
α F
f (i, j − 1, k ) exp[ c φ e (i, j − 1, k )] / ∆y + f (i, j + 1, k ) exp[ c φ e (i, j + 1, k )] / ∆y +
RT
RT
α F
α F
f (i, j , k − 1) exp[ c φ e (i, j , k − 1)] / ∆z + f (i, j , k + 1) exp[ c φ e (i, j , k + 1)] / ∆z}
RT
RT

{ f (i − 1, j , k ) exp[

i0
2 Fc Hg 2O , ref

αcF

[1 − f (i, j , k )]c H 2O (i, j , k ) ⋅

φ e (i − 1, j , k )] / ∆x + f (i + 1, j , k ) exp[

αcF

φ e (i + 1, j, k )] / ∆x +
RT
RT
α F
α F
f (i, j − 1, k ) exp[ c φ e (i, j − 1, k )] / ∆y + f (i, j + 1, k ) exp[ c φ e (i, j + 1, k )] / ∆y +
RT
RT
αcF
αcF
f (i, j , k − 1) exp[
φ e (i, j, k − 1)] / ∆z + f (i, j , k + 1) exp[
φ e (i, j, k + 1)] / ∆z}
RT
RT

{ f (i − 1, j , k ) exp[

3.12

3.13

However, it is imperative to note that the source terms for charge conservation and
species conservation exist only in the “transport” electrolyte and “transport” pore cells
next to each other, respectively, thus forming an electrochemically active interface.
The transfer current between the two neighboring cells forming an active
interface, as shown in Figure 3-1, is described by the Tafel equation as follows:
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j = i0

cO2 (i + 1, j , k )
c

g
O2 , ref

exp[

αcF
RT

φ e (i, j , k )]

3.14

φe(i,j,k) is used to represent the cathode overpotential in the kinetic expression since both
the open-circuit potential and the electronic phase potential are constant. It is worth
mentioning that i0 represents the modified exchange current density after expressing the
overpotential, η, in terms of phase potentials and open circuit potential as given by Eq.
3.3.

3.2.4 Boundary Conditions

For ease of implementation of the boundary conditions, at the left boundary (i.e.
the membrane-CL interface), one layer of electrolyte-only cells is added to the
computational domain and the operating current is applied uniformly on this layer.
Similarly, on the right boundary (i.e. the CL-GDL interface), oxygen and water vapor are
supplied at constant concentration on an additional layer of pore-only cells. In the y and z
directions, symmetry boundary conditions are applied. The computational domain,
comprising of the four different phases, namely “transport” and “dead” pore and
electrolyte phases, for the DNS calculation on a finite volume modeling (FVM)
framework is shown in Figure 3-3 and is representative of the CCM CL microstructure
generated in Chapter 2. To summarize:
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y = 0 , y = y L , z = 0 , z = zL ,
x = 0 (i.e. membrane-CL interface),

∂cO2

∂n
∂cO2
∂n

=0,
=0,

∂c H 2O
∂n

∂c H 2O
∂n

= 0,

=−

∂φ e
=0
∂n

N w,net
D H 2O

x = x L (i.e. CL-GDL interface), cO2 = cO2 ,0 , c H 2O = c H 2O ,0 ,

, −κ

3.15
∂φ e
=I
∂n

∂φe
=0
∂n

3.16
3.17

The oxygen concentration at the CL-GDL interface is adjusted to take into
account the diffusion resistance through the GDL, however, with constant oxygen
concentration in the gas channel, thus representative of a physically large stoichiometric
flow rate and is shown in Figure 3-2. The oxygen concentration at the CL-GDL interface
is given by:
cO2 ,0 = cO2 ,inlet −

I ⋅ ∆X GDL
4 F ⋅ DOg2,eff
,GDL

3.18

The oxygen concentration profile through the GDL is assumed linear and DOg2,eff
,GDL is the
effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen adjusted with respect to the GDL porosity, εGDL
and tortuosity, τGDL and is given by:
g
DOg2,eff
,GDL = DO2 ⋅

ε GDL
τ GDL

3.19

It is worth noting that the evaluation of the effective transport property in the GDL in
terms of its porosity and tortuosity is equivalent to the treatment using a Bruggeman type
correlation used elsewhere in this work, since tortuosity is related to porosity, thus
essentially leading to a Bruggeman type relation.
The boundary conditions for the water vapor transport require special elucidation
of the water transport mechanism included in the model. Humidified fuel and oxidant
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streams are supplied to the fuel cell in order to ensure membrane hydration. Water is
transported to the cathode CL from the anode through the membrane by the electroosmotic drag, expressed by:
N w,drag = nd N H + = nd ⋅

I
F

3.20

The electro-osmotic drag coefficient, nd, refers to the number of water molecules
migrated across the membrane per proton as current is passed. nd varies in a wide range
depending on the degree of membrane hydration according to the experimental
measurements by Zawodzinski et al. [42] In the present study, a constant drag coefficient
of unity is used because the water content of interest ranges from zero to 14
corresponding to a partially hydrated membrane. Water is also produced in the cathode
CL due to the ORR, which sets in a water concentration gradient resulting in back
diffusion of water from the cathode CL to the anode across the membrane. At higher
current densities, the excessive water produced at the cathode is removed via evaporation
by the under-saturated oxidant stream.
At the membrane-CL interface, a net water transport coefficient, α, is employed to
account for the net water flux across the membrane due to the electro-osmotic drag and
back diffusion effects, and can be expressed as:
N w,net = α ⋅

I
= N w,drag − N w,dif
F

3.21

where Nw,dif is the water flux through the membrane due to back diffusion from the
cathode side to the anode side. In the present study, α is assumed to be constant although
it depends on the reaction rate and humidity conditions at anode and cathode inlets. A
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value of α = 0.2 is employed for the present study. Thus the boundary condition at the
membrane-CL interface is given by:
∂c H 2O
∂x

x =0

= − N w,net / DH 2O

3.22

At the CL-GDL interface, water vapor concentration is calculated from the
concentration of water vapor at the channel inlet with correction for mass transfer
resistance in the GDL and is given by:
c H 2O

x = xL

= c H 2O ,inlet + N w

x= xL

⋅

∆X GDL
DHg ,2effO ,GDL

3.23

Similar to the boundary condition treatment for oxygen transport, the water vapor profile
in the GDL is assumed linear and the water vapor concentration is constant in the gas
channel. The effective diffusion coefficient of water vapor in the gas phase through the
GDL is adjusted in a similar fashion as the oxygen diffusion coefficient given by Eq.
3.19. The water flux through the GDL is the sum of the net flux across the membrane and
the water production rate in the catalyst layer and can be expressed as:
Nw

x = xL

= N w,net + N w, prod =(α + 0.5) ⋅

I
F

3.24

From the inlet relative humidity, RH, water vapor concentration of the humidified
air at the channel inlet is calculated by:
c H 2O ,inlet = RH ⋅ c Hsat2O

3.25
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where c Hsat2O is the saturation concentration of water at the cell operating temperature.

3.2.5 Model Input Parameters

The operating, geometric and transport parameters used in the present study are
summarized in Table 3-1. However, the physical input parameters for proton conductivity
and species diffusivity need special illustration.

3.2.5.1 Proton Conductivity

The proton conductivity of the electrolyte phase, i.e. Nafion®, as a function of
water content, has been correlated by Springer et al. [43] from experiments as:

κ 0 (λ ) = 100 exp[1268(

1
1
− )](0.005139λ − 0.00326)
303 T

3.26

where the water content in the membrane, λ , depends on the water activity, a, in the gas
phase according to the following experimental data fit:
⎧0.043 + 17.81a − 39.85a 2 + 36.0a 3

for 0 < a ≤ 1

14 + 1.4(a − 1)

for 1 < a ≤ 3

λ=⎨
⎩

3.27

The water activity, a, is defined as:
a=

c H 2O
c Hsat2O

3.28
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Substitution of Eq. 3.27 into Eq. 3.26 provides the variation of proton conductivity in
Nafion® with water activity. Thus, the proton conductivity varies at every point within
the CL with the variation of water vapor concentration.

3.2.5.2 Species Diffusivity

The binary diffusion coefficient of species (i.e. oxygen and water vapor), i, in the
gas phase depends on temperature and pressure and is given by [44]:
g
b ,i

D

=D

g
b ,i , 0

⎛T
⎜⎜
⎝ T0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

3/ 2

⎛ p0 ⎞
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ p ⎠

3.29

In the present study, the reference pressure, p0, is taken as 1 atm. and the reference
temperature, T0 as 273 K. However, for the pore-level DNS modeling in the catalyst layer
microstructure Knudsen diffusion due to molecule-to-wall collision, as opposed to
molecule-to-molecule collision in bulk diffusion, becomes important. Therefore, in the
present model, a combined diffusivity of species, i, in the gas phase is employed and is
given by [7]:
⎛ 1
1
D =⎜ g +
⎜D
⎝ b ,i D K ,i
g
i

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

3.30

DK ,i is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient, which is of the same order of magnitude as the
binary diffusion coefficient for the CL, and can be computed according to the kinetic
theory of gases as [7]:
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D K ,i

2 ⎛ 8RT ⎞
⎟
= ⎜⎜
3 ⎝ πM i ⎟⎠

1/ 2

rp

3.31

where a representative mean pore radius, rp, of 50 nm is used in the current model. The
assumption of the representative pore radius is intended to reduce the computational
complexity of the DNS model. The pore size distribution and hence the local pore radii
can be evaluated from the reconstructed 3-D microstructure using the concept of
granulometry, which has been demonstrated in our recent work on transport through
reconstructed fibrous diffusion media in Ref. [45], and subsequently can be incorporated
into Eq. 3.31. However, the impact of the pore size distribution on Knudsen diffusion in a
reconstructed CL structure using the DNS model is left as a future exercise.

3.2.6 Solution Procedure

The conservation equations, Eqs. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, are discretized using a finite
volume approach [46] and solved using the commercial CFD software Fluent® [47]. The
user defined function (UDF) capability in Fluent® [47] is deployed to customize the
source terms and to solve the set of governing equations within the framework of scalar
transport equations. In the present study, for the (10µm×5µm×5µm) CL structure, the
number of cells within the computational domain in the x, y and z directions are
100×50×50, respectively. Convergence was considered achieved when the relative error
between two consecutive iterations reached 10-6 for each scalar field. A typical
simulation for a particular current density, on a DELL PC with Pentium 4 processor, 1
GB RAM, 2.79 GHz processor speed, takes approximately 6 hours to converge.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Baseline CCM CL Simulation

The baseline DNS calculation is conducted with the CCM CL microstructure and
the corresponding computational domain is shown in Figure 3-2. The simulated
polarization curves with air and helox (21% O2 and 79% He) as the oxidants at 100%
inlet humidity with inlet pressure of 200 kPa and cell temperature of 700C are shown in
Figure 3-4. It should be noted that the term “polarization curve” refers to the cathode
overpotential vs. current density curve in the present article and hence differs from the
standard I-V curve otherwise used popularly in the fuel cell literature. As a general trend,
the predicted cathode polarization curves depict a fast drop in the small current density
region controlled by the ORR kinetics followed by a linear voltage drop in the mixed
control regime and finally at higher current densities (~ 1 A/cm2), the mass transport
limitation appears with a fast voltage drop resulting from oxygen depletion. Figure 3-5
shows the comparison of the polarization curves between the DNS predictions and
experimental data for air and helox, operated under identical conditions as mentioned
earlier. The experimentally obtained cell voltage (Vcell) vs. current density (I) data was
processed to extract the variation of cathode overpotential (ηc) with current density
according to the following relation:

η c = Vcell + I × HFR − U 0

3.32

where HFR refers to the high frequency resistance measured experimentally and U0 is the
thermodynamic equilibrium potential corresponding to the fuel cell operating
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temperature. It is important to note that in the above equation, the anodic overpotential
for hydrogen oxidation and protonic resistance in the anode catalyst layer are assumed to
be negligible. However, the cathode overpotential defined in Eq. 3.32 contains the
protonic resistance or ohmic loss in the cathode catalyst layer. From Figure 3-5, it is clear
that there are reasonable agreements between the DNS predictions and experimental
observations in the kinetic-control and ohmic-control regimes. However, both for air and
helox, the ohmic-control regime seems to be slightly extended in the DNS calculations.
Since water transport has been modeled only in the gas phase, it doesn’t include any
water condensation effect and subsequent liquid water motion and might have
underpredicted the ohmic-control regime. Also, from the figure, it is evident that the cell
performance is greatly improved when operated with helox as compared to that with air
due to the reduction in the oxygen and water transport resistances. Higher performance is
expected for helox, since oxygen diffusivity is more than two times higher in helox as
compared to that in air. Also as expected, with fully humidified helox, DNS calculations
predict a higher limiting current density as compared to that with fully humidified air, in
accordance with experimental observations. It should be noted that the disagreement
between the DNS calculations and experimental data in the transport-control regime
could be due to the cathode-only DNS model as opposed to a full fuel cell model, where
the mass transfer resistances through the GDL in both through-plane and in-plane
directions are properly modeled. It is important to note that the mass transport resistance
through the GDL was adjusted in the simulations by properly tuning the structural
properties, namely tortuosity, in order to achieve a reasonably realistic limiting current
density compared to the experimental data. Nonetheless, Fig.3-5 demonstrates that the
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DNS model is not only able to capture the general trend of the fuel cell performance
curve on a realistic CL microstructure but also exhibits sufficient agreement with
experimental results.
Figure 3-6 shows the effect of the inlet humidity on the local cross-section
averaged reaction current and overpotential distributions along the catalyst layer
thickness at an average current density of 0.6 A/cm2 with air as the oxidant. It is clear that
the reaction zone shifts toward the membrane-CL interface with lower inlet humidity.
Apparently, this is due to the poorer proton conductivity or higher ionic resistance in the
electrolyte phase and results in a much lower surface overpotential near the front end of
the catalyst layer i.e. close to the CL-GDL interface. In order to compensate for the lower
reaction current produced near the front end of the catalyst layer, the back end, i.e. near
the membrane-CL interface, must provide higher reaction current as the average current
density is fixed. This leads to a higher surface overpotential needed at the back end of the
catalyst layer and hence leads to higher total voltage loss in the cathode for the low
humidity operation.

3.3.1.1 Comparison of DNS Results with 1-D Macrohomogeneous Predictions

One major application of the DNS calculation is that we can evaluate the
Bruggeman correlation required for the macrohomogeneous models using the DNS data.
Details about the macrohomogeneous model can be found in the original work by
Springer and coworkers [4, 43]. In brief, the governing equations for charge (proton), and
species (oxygen and water vapor) transport are solved in the CL domain, which does not
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contain any microstructural information as in the DNS model, however, with resistance
due to the porous medium structure taken into consideration through effective transport
properties. Bruggeman correction factor, ξ, is commonly applied to determine the
effective transport property as follows:
Γkeff = Γk ⋅ ε k

ξ

3.33

In the 1-D macrohomogeneous model, the same specific surface area, a
(cm2/cm3), as that in the constructed 3-D catalyst layer microstructure is used in the Tafel
equation to represent the volumetric reaction current and is expressed by:
⎛ c
j = − a ⋅ i0 ⎜ O 2
⎜c
⎝ O 2,ref

⎞
⎟ exp⎛⎜ − α c F η ⎞⎟ (A/cm3)
⎟
⎝ RT ⎠
⎠

3.34

Other input parameters for the macrohomogeneous model are rendered same as in the
DNS model for comparison.
Figures 3-7, 3-8 and 3-9 show the comparison of the cross-section averaged
reaction current, cathode overpotential and oxygen concentration profiles at an average
current density of 0.6 A/cm2 with air as the oxidant across the CL thickness between the
DNS and 1-D macrohomogeneous model predictions, respectively. Different Bruggeman
factors have been attempted. In the case of the reaction current (Figure 3-7) and cathode
overpotential (Figure 3-8) distributions, the DNS result exhibits good agreement with the
1-D macrohomogeneous model prediction with the Bruggeman factor of 3.5. However,
Figure 3-9 shows that the factor of 4.5 gives a better match for the oxygen concentration
profile. The higher value of the Bruggeman correction factor for oxygen concentration
could be linked to the higher pore volume fraction (εg = 0.6) as opposed to the
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corresponding electrolyte and electronic phase volume fractions. It is also important to
note that the high reaction current in the 15-20% of the catalyst layer thickness in the
vicinity of the membrane could be attributed to the limited ionomer conductivity resulting
from the low electrolyte phase volume fraction (~ 11%) throughout the CL.
The Bruggeman factor corresponding to the oxygen concentration distribution is a
measure of the resistance offered by the tortuous pore pathways to oxygen diffusion. For
the proton transport resistance due to the underlying electrolyte network, the Bruggeman
factor corresponding to the cathode overpotential distribution should be a reasonable
indicator since 0.6 A/cm2 current density falls in the ohmic control regime as can be
observed in the polarization curve in Figure 3-4. It should also be noted that the reaction
current distribution is influenced by the signatures from both the oxygen concentration
and the overpotential distributions. Therefore, the Bruggeman factor of 3.5 could be
considered as the representative value indicating the resistance offered by the CL
structure under consideration to the underlying transport of the charged and uncharged
species. Similar to the Bruggeman factor, another measure of the transport resistance
often encountered in porous media literature is through the tortuosity, τ and can be
expressed as [48-51]:
Γkeff = Γk ⋅

εk
τk

3.35

Physically, the tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the actual distance traversed by the
species between two points to the shortest distance between those two points. By
combining the Eqs. 3.33 and 3.35, the tortuosity can be evaluated. With the Bruggeman
factor of 3.5, the pore path tortuosity representative of the resistance to oxygen diffusion
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is calculated around 4 and the proton path tortuosity indicative of the ion transport
resistance through the electrolyte phase around 18. The high proton path tortusoity could
be attributed to the significantly low volume fraction (e.g. < 20%) of the electrolyte phase
typically considered in the standard PEFC catalyst layers.

3.4 Bi-layer Cathode Catalyst Layer

Several competing transport mechanisms prevalent within the cathode catalyst
layer, as amply elaborated already, require an optimal balance among the constituent
phases in order to achieve the best cell performances. For example, an increase in
Nafion® content improves proton conductivity while reduces the available pore space for
oxidant transport resulting in significant decline in the gas phase diffusivity. Increase in
platinum (Pt) loading, on the other hand, causes enhanced electrochemical reaction rate,
which is however limited by increase in cost. Another important factor affecting the
PEFC performance is the involvement of water transport in the cathode CL, via water
production due to the ORR as well as migration from the anode side by electro-osmotic
drag. Good proton conductivity requires hydration of the electrolyte phase which is again
strongly dependent on the cell operating conditions in terms of the inlet relative humidity
as well as the cell operating temperature. It is, therefore, evident that achieving an
enhanced cell performance warrants detailed understanding of the dependence of the
cathode CL performance on its composition as well as on the cell operating conditions.
Several experimental and numerical studies have been reported in the literature on
the CL composition in order to enhance its performance [52-64].The emphasis of these
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studies was mainly to investigate the influence of Nafion® content, Pt loading and CL
thickness on its performance and suggest the corresponding optimum values for the best
performance of single-layer CLs with uniform distribution of Nafion® content and Pt
loading. Recently, improved performance has been identified with functionally-graded
cathode CLs in terms of graded distributions of Nafion® content and Pt loading [65-68].
However, the computational models deployed so far in the literature are mainly based on
the macroscopic theory of volume averaging and no model has been attempted to study
the electrochemically-coupled transport phenomena in a bi-layer cathode CL based on
pore-level description of species and charge transport.
In this section, the direct numerical simulation (DNS) approach detailed earlier is
advanced further for oxygen, water and proton transport through a three-dimensional, bilayer catalyst layer microstructure. The statistical description of the 3-D CL
microstructure is realized using the stochastic reconstruction technique developed for the
single-layer CL as elaborated earlier. The pore-level description of the underlying
transport phenomena through different realizations of the bi-layer cathode CL is
presented. Finally, the salient predictions from the present DNS model are furnished
elucidating the tri-fold influence of the CL structure, composition and the cell operating
conditions on the performance.

3.4.1 Bi-layer CL Microstructure

In the bi-layer catalyst layer, two catalyst coated membrane (CCM) layers, A and
B, of thickness around 5 µm each are physically juxtaposed to develop the catalyst layer.
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Catalyst layers A and B have the same Pt loadings, but different I/C (ionomer to carbon)
weight ratios of 0.417 and 0.667, respectively. By placing A and B either close to the
membrane or close to the GDL, two different composite CLs with stair-step structures, in
terms of nominal composition volume fractions, can be prepared. These two composite
structures are hereafter referred to as A/B CL or B/A CL as illustrated in Figure 3-10.
Before generating the respective microstructures, the pore volume fraction, ε CL ,
and the electrolyte volume fraction, ε Nafion , of each of the CLs are evaluated using the
following relations:
⎡ 1

ε CL = 1 − ⎢

⎢⎣ ρ Pt

ε Nafion

+

RC / Pt

ρc

+

RC / Pt ⋅ RI / C ⎤ LPt
⎥
ρ Nafion ⎥⎦ ∆X CL

⎡R
⋅R ⎤ L
= ⎢ C / Pt I / C ⎥ Pt
⎣⎢ ρ Nafion ⎦⎥ ∆X CL

3.36

where ρ Nafion , ρ Pt , and ρ c are the density of Nafion®, Pt and carbon, respectively. RI / C
is the weight ratio of ionomer to carbon, RC / Pt is the weight ratio of carbon to Pt in 40%
Pt/C catalyst, LPt is the Pt loading and ∆X CL is the thickness of each sublayer. Now,
using Eq. 3.35, with

∆X CL = 5 µm,

LPt = 0.199 mgPt/cm2, RC/Pt = 1.5,

ρ Nafion = ρ C = 2 g/cc and ρ Pt = 21.5 g/cc , the electrolyte and pore volume fractions for
CL-A and CL-B can be calculated:

ε CL / A = 0.56, ε Nafion / A = 0.12⎫⎪
⎬

ε CL / B = 0.48, ε Nafion / B = 0.2 ⎪⎭

3.37
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Now, using the volume fractions of pore, electrolyte and electronic phases, the
microstructures of A/B CL and B/A CL are reconstructed using the stochastic generation
method detailed earlier. It is to be noted that for simplicity, the two-point autocorrelation
function evaluated from a 2-D TEM image of a CCM CL-A is used for the CCM CL-B as
well for the reconstruction of the A/B and B/A CLs. This simplification could be well
justified since both the A/B and B/A CLs exhibit very similar electrochemically active
interfacial area ratio (~ 29) measured using cyclic voltammetry, which in turn indicates
that a very similar pore-space correlation would suffice for a reasonable two-phase
reconstruction. Figure 3-11 shows the reconstructed microstructure of the A/B CL with
the four-phase description, namely the “transport” and “dead” pore and electrolyte
phases, and the corresponding 2-D TEM image used for evaluation of the autocorrelation
function. Figure 3-12 represents the distributions of cross-section averaged pore and
electrolyte volume fractions across the CL thickness for the A/B CL. Figures 3-13 and 314 show the reconstructed B/A CL and the corresponding cross-section averaged
pore/electrolyte volume fraction distributions across the CL thickness, respectively.
Several 3-D structures are generated with varying number of unit cells. However, the
reconstructed microstructure with the electrochemically active interfacial area ratio
complying closely with the experimentally measured value using cyclic voltammerty is
selected for the subsequent DNS calculations. The reconstructed, 3-D microstructure with
100 elements in the thickness direction and 50 elements each in the span-wise directions
produces an active interfacial area ratio of around 30, which matches reasonably well
with the measured value (~29) and thereby reproduces the most important structural
parameter responsible for electrochemical activity of the CL. Furthermore, in this paper,
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the focus is on the applicability of the DNS model in understanding the performance of a
bi-layer CL structure from a pore-scale perspective. The investigation of statistical
influence of the microstructure reconstruction on the underlying transport phenomena for
different CL structures fabricated using the CCM (catalyst coated membrane) and CDM
(catalyzed diffusion medium) methods is left as a future exercise.
Once the bi-layer CL microstructures are generated, the governing equations for
species and charge transport are solved directly on the underlying structures. Detail
description of the primary transport processes, governing equations, model assumptions,
boundary conditions, model input parameters and solution strategy are furnished earlier
for the single layer CL simulations.

3.4.2 Baseline Simulation Predictions
Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show the cross-section averaged reaction current and
cathode overpotential distributions along the CL thickness, respectively, for the A/B and

B/A CLs with 100% relative humidity (RH) air, at 70ºC cell operation temperature, 200
kPa inlet pressure and current density of 0.4 A/cm2. The catalyst layer performance is
influenced by two competing factors, namely protonic resistance and oxygen transport.
Higher ionomer volume fraction reduces protonic resistance while higher pore volume
fraction favors oxygen transport. In the B/A CL, near the membrane-CL interface, higher
ionomer content reduces protonic resistance, which in turn aids in the reduction of
cathode overpotential and results in an extended reaction zone as is evident from the
reaction current distribution. In the A/B CL, due to increased protonic resistance resulting
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from lower ionomer content in the vicinity of the membrane-CL interface and in order to
overcome the corresponding higher overpotential, the reaction zone is concentrated to a
relatively smaller region as compared to the B/A CL. While the benefit of higher ionomer
volume fraction near the membrane-CL interface is clearly pronounced via reduced
overpotential and extended reaction zone from Figures 3-15 and 3-16 at low current
density (i.e. 0.4 A/cm2) where transport limitation is primarily due to hindered proton
transport, the resulting reaction current distribution due to the varying ionomer content
could also be harnessed to enhance cell performance at higher current density where
transport limitation owing to hindered oxygen transport will dominate. For the B/A CL,
even at higher current density, there might still be some active reaction sites due to an
extended reaction zone resulting from a favorable distribution of the ionomer content
along the CL thickness, and thus will exhibit a higher limiting current density as
compared to the A/B CL. Furthermore, a higher pore volume fraction near the CL-GDL
interface in the B/A CL will aid in enhanced oxygen transport. On the contrary, in the

A/B CL, the concentration of the active reaction zone toward the vicinity of the
membrane-CL interface as well as relatively lower void phase fraction near the CL-GDL
interface will negatively impact the transport of oxygen to the reaction sites at higher
current density and subsequently will exhibit a lower limiting current and hence a poorer
performance as compared to the B/A CL. Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show the cross-section
averaged oxygen and water vapor concentration along the CL thickness, respectively, for
both the A/B and B/A CLs. The oxygen concentration profile for the A/B CL exhibits
higher depletion in the vicinity of the membrane-CL interface as compared to the B/A CL
while the water concentration profile shows the opposite trend. The negligible difference
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in the oxygen concentration values at the membrane-CL interface between the two CLs
further highlight the proton transport limiting regime characterized by 0.4 A/cm2. These
observations corroborate with the corresponding reaction current distribution profiles as
explained earlier.
The simulated polarization curves with air as the oxidant under the aforementioned operating condition are shown in Figure 3-19, along with the corresponding
experimental data. The “polarization curve” refers to the cathode overpotential vs. current
density curve in the present study similar to that reported in the single layer CL and hence
is different from the standard I-V curve otherwise used popularly in the literature. As a
general trend, the predicted cathode polarization curves by the DNS model depict a fast
drop in the small current density region controlled by the ORR kinetics followed by a
linear voltage drop in the mixed control regime and finally at higher current densities (~ 1
A/cm2), the mass transport limitation appears with a fast voltage drop resulting from
oxygen depletion. The experimental polarization curves were obtained from
electrochemical performance evaluations conducted in a 5-cm2 graphite cell fixture with
identical anode and cathode single-pass, serpentine flow fields with computercontrollable test parameters, such as temperature, pressure, fuel/oxidant flow rates,
current and cell voltage using a fuel cell test stand (Arbin®, TX) and is detailed in Ref.
[69]. The cell was operated at 700C, 200 kPa and 100% RH conditions at both anode and
cathode sides with fixed flow rates of hydrogen and air. The experimentally obtained cell
voltage (Vcell) vs. current density (I) data was further processed to extract the variation
of cathode overpotential (ηc) with current density according to Eq. 3.32. It is clear from
Fig. 3-19 that there are reasonable agreements between the DNS predictions and
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experimental observations in the kinetic-control and ohmic-control regimes. However,
both for A/B and B/A CLs, the ohmic-control regime seems to be slightly extended in the
DNS calculations. Since water transport has been modeled only in the gas phase and the
effect of liquid water transport in the CL is not considered, the DNS model overpredicts
the ohmic-control regime. Finally, from the figure, it is evident that the DNS calculations
show better performance for the B/A CL as compared to the A/B CL in accordance with
the experimental observations and conforms to the explanations provided earlier with
respect to the relative distributions of ionomer and pore volume fractions in the CL and
the resulting reaction current distributions. Finally, it can be inferred that a higher
ionomer content near the membrane-CL interface along with a higher void fraction near
the CL-GDL interface prove to be beneficial for a bi-layer CL performance.

3.4.3 Effect of Inlet Air Humidity
Figures 3-20 and 3-21 show the cross-section averaged reaction current and
cathode overpotential distributions across the CL thickness, respectively, with air as the
oxidant at 5% and 100% RH, at 70ºC cell operation temperature, 200 kPa inlet pressure
and current density of 0.4 A/cm2. From the cathode overpotential distribution, it is
evident that low humidity operation results in enhanced voltage drop. This is primarily
due to the poorer proton conductivity associated with the partially hydrated electrolyte
phase, leading to enhanced protonic resistance. At 100% RH, the electrolyte phase
remains fully humidified with saturated water vapor while the water vapor concentration
is significantly reduced at 5% RH causing increased ohmic resistance. The enhanced
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protonic resistance at low humidity further exacerbates the performance of the A/B CL
where the reaction zone further shifts toward the vicinity of the membrane-CL interface
as compared to that for the 100% RH operation. In the A/B CL, at 5% RH operation, the
lower electrolyte phase volume fraction near the membrane-CL interface along with the
reduced ionic conductivity owing to low humidity result in significantly higher protonic
resistance, which in turn increases the overpotential. In order to overcome the localized
elevated overpotential, the reaction zone shrinks further and concentrates primarily in the
10-15% of the CL thickness near the membrane-CL interface in the A/B CL. Overall, it
can be conjectured that low humidity operation leads to a steeper overpotential gradient
as well as an apparent reduction in the active reaction zone extent as compared to that in
the fully-humidified operation. Figures 3-22 and 3-23 exhibit the 3-D reaction current
contours at different inlet relative humidity for the A/B CL and B/A CL, respectively. It
can be observed that low humidity operation indeed causes reaction current snap-off and
renders a significant portion of the CL virtually inactive, which is however more
pronounced for the A/B CL as explained earlier. At fully humidified operation, the
reaction current contours show that high value of reaction current, represented by the red
colormap in the contours, prevails over significant portion of the B/A CL as compared to
the A/B CL and further emphasizes the importance of the current DNS model in
elucidating detailed pore-scale description of underlying transport through the CL
microstructures. It should be noted that in order to highlight the extent of the active
reaction zone and to compare among different RH operations, a lower threshold value of
the reaction current, e.g. 350 A/cm3 for the 5% RH operation and 650 A/cm3 for the
100% RH operation, is set and is evidenced by the corresponding colormaps in the 3-D
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reaction current distributions in Figures 3-22 and 3-23. Furthermore, it is worth
mentioning that while low humidity operation might extend the ohmic control regime
slightly thereby delaying the onset of the transport limitation characterized by higher
current density operation, however the unfavorable void fraction distribution near the CLGDL interface as well as the shift of the active reaction zone toward the membrane-CL
interface in the A/B CL will inhibit oxygen transport and would finally exhibit poorer
performance as compared to the B/A CL, similar to that in the 100% RH operation. Since
the focus of this study is to provide a pore-scale description of the influence of the
ionomer and void fraction variations on the local reaction current distributions in the CL,
therefore, the global performance curves, e.g. the polarization curves for different RH
values, are skipped here, which is however detailed in our recent DNS work for the
single-layer CL in Ref. [70].

3.4.4 Effect of Cell Operating Temperature
In order to investigate the effect of elevated cell temperature on the bi-layer CL
performance, DNS calculations are performed for the A/B and B/A CLs with air as the
oxidant, at 950C operating temperature, 200 kPa inlet pressure and 50% inlet RH. It is
worth mentioning that the correlation between the proton conductivity of the electrolyte
phase and water content in Eq. 3.26 is assumed valid at high temperature operation as
well [71]. Additionally, temperature dependence of the relevant physico-electro-chemical
properties (e.g. species diffusivity, exchange current density etc.) is appropriately
considered in the present study.
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Figures 3-24 and 3-25 show the cross-section averaged reaction current and
overpotential distributions at different cell operating temperatures across the CL
thickness, respectively, for the A/B and B/A CLs at 0.4 A/cm2 and 50% inlet RH. From
the overpotential distributions it is evident that at elevated operating temperature, both
the CLs exhibit higher voltage loss as compared to that at lower cell temperature. At
950C, the saturation concentration of water vapor is around three times that at 700C. The
higher value of saturation concentration at 950C leads to lower water activity, given by
Eq. 3.28, which in turn results in significantly lower ionic conductivity of the electrolyte
phase, demonstrated by Eqs. 3.26 and 3.27, as compared to that at 700C. Therefore at the
representative current density under investigation, both the CLs show poorer performance
at elevated temperature operation. The situation is further aggravated for the A/B CL with
unfavorable electrolyte phase volume fraction gradient as explained earlier and manifests
in terms of a surge in reaction current in the immediate neighborhood of the membraneCL interface in order to overcome the localized elevated overpotential barrier which
translates into a significant reduction in the reaction zone extent. This observation can be
further illustrated with the corresponding 3-D contours of the reaction current
distributions as shown in Figures 3-26 and 3-27 for the A/B and B/A CLs, respectively.
Similar to the different RH calculations, a lower threshold value of the reaction current,
e.g. 600 A/cm3 for both the temperatures and for both the CLs, is set in order to highlight
the extent of the active reaction zone and for comparison across different temperature
operations which is evidenced by the corresponding contour colormaps in Figures. 3-26
and 3-27. Furthermore, in the case of elevated temperature operation, it is important to
note that higher saturation concentration of water vapor results in lower oxygen
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concentration available for reaction due to corresponding lower partial pressure.
Therefore, at higher current density operation where transport limitation dominates, the
unfavorable void fraction gradient in the A/B CL will further aid in the oxygen dilution
effect due to elevated temperature and would lead to overall lower performance. Finally,
apropos of the focus of the pore-scale investigations presented in this study, the
polarization curves for different temperatures are skipped, which can be, however, found
elsewhere in the literature, e.g. for single layer CL in a full cell experiment in Ref. [72].
The predictions from our DNS calculations, however, indicate similar overall trend of the
cell performance at elevated temperature operation as reported in Ref. [72].

3.5 CDM CL Simulation
In this section, a DNS study is conducted on the CDM CL microstructure
generated using the stochastic generation method with nominal pore volume fraction, εCL
= 0.6, and with CL thickness, ∆X CL = 10 µm. The reconstructed 3-D microstructure is
shown in Figure 2-4 and the 2-D TEM image along with the resulting binary micrograph
of the CDM CL is shown in Figure 2-2 in Chapter 2. The cross-section averaged
distribution of pore/electrolyte volume fractions is shown in Figure 2-6.
Figure 3-28 shows the simulated polarization curve with air as the oxidant at
100% inlet humidity with inlet pressure of 200 kPa and cell temperature of 70ºC along
with experimental data. Overall the polarization curve predicted by the DNS calculation
agrees well with the experimental data. The limiting current is higher as compared to
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experimental data since only single-phase transport was considered in the DNS model
and the transport limitation owing to liquid water was absent.

3.6 Conclusions
The stochastic reconstruction technique for the cathode catalyst layer
microstructure generation is integrated with the DNS model for species and charge
transport. The predictive capability of the DNS model is demonstrated with the
evaluation of the Bruggeman correction factors for the effective transport properties,
which can be used as valuable inputs to the macroscopic fuel cell dynamics models. The
pore-path and proton-path tortuosity values are also estimated which can be used as
closure relations similar to the Bruggeman factors. In addition, the importance of bi-layer
cathode catalyst layers on the PEFC performance is presented via the DNS model. For bilayer CLs, the DNS predictions suggest that higher electrolyte content near the
membrane-CL interface exhibits enhanced performance through an extended active
reaction zone and overall conforms to the experimental results. A higher pore volume
fraction near the GDL improves oxygen diffusion. Additionally, the influence of the cell
operating conditions in terms of the inlet RH and the cell operating temperature on the bilayer cathode CL performance is studied. Both low humidity and elevated temperature
operations adversely affect the protonic conductivity and show overall lower performance
as compared to that at higher RH and lower cell temperature operations, respectively.
However, higher ionomer content near the membrane and higher void fraction near the
GDL still provide better performance even in the low humidity and the elevated
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temperature operations as well. From the performance comparison of the two bi-layer
CLs, it can be inferred that an optimized CL structure could be obtained by slightly
reducing the pore volume fraction and increasing the ionomer volume fraction while
keeping the electronic phase volume fraction constant. Increasing the pore volume
fraction beyond a certain value might not aid much in enhancing the performance while
increasing the ionomer volume fraction beyond 0.2 could prove to be more beneficial in
terms of achieving a higher limiting current. The study with the bi-layer CLs further
underscores the importance of the DNS model in evaluating the compositional effects of
CL microstructure on the overall cell performance. Finally, the stochastic reconstruction
method along with the DNS model could prove to be an effective screening tool for the
performance evaluation of the cathode catalyst layers with inputs in terms of an actual
TEM image thus reflecting the interaction of the microstructure with the transport
characteristics and hence would aid toward the development of the next generation high
performance catalyst layers.
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Table 3-1: Model input parameters for the DNS calculations.
Parameter

Value
g

Oxygen diffusion coefficient in air, DO2 (m2/s)
g

Water vapor diffusivity in air, DH 2O (m2/s)
g

Oxygen diffusion coefficient in helox, DO2 (m2/s)

9.5×10-6
1.28×10-5
2.0×10-5

Water vapor diffusivity in helox, DH 2O (m2/s)

3.3×10-5

Pressure at the gas channel inlet, p (kPa)

200

Operating temperature, T (°C)

70

GDL thickness, ∆XGDL (µm)

290

GDL porosity, εGDL

0.6

GDL tortuosity, τGDL

1.5

Nominal porosity of the catalyst layer, εg

0.6

g

* Species diffusivity values are adapted from Ref. [44].
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the transfer current between two adjacent cells with a catalyzed
interface.
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Figure 3-2: Schematic diagram of the oxygen concentration profile in the cathode.
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Figure 3-3: The CCM CL microstructure and computational domain.
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Figure 3-4: Cathode polarization curves for 100% RH air and helox as oxidants.
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of the cathode polarization curves between DNS predictions and
experimental observations for 100% RH air and helox as oxidants.
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Figure 3-7: Comparison between the cross-section averaged reaction current distributions
across the thickness of the catalyst layer from the DNS and 1-D macrohomogeneous
models.
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Figure 3-11: Reconstructed A/B CL microstructure and the input CL TEM image.
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Figure 3-12: Cross-section averaged void and electrolyte phase volume fractions
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Figure 3-13: Reconstructed bi-layer B/A CL microstructure.
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Figure 3-14: Cross-section averaged void and electrolyte phase volume fractions
distribution along the B/A CL thickness.
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Figure 3-15: Cross-section averaged reaction current distributions along the thickness of
the A/B and B/A CLs.
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Figure 3-16: Cross-section averaged cathode overpotential distributions along the
thickness of the A/B and B/A CLs.
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Figure 3-17: Cross-section averaged oxygen concentration distributions along the
thickness of the A/B and B/A CLs.
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Figure 3-18: Cross-section averaged water vapor concentration distributions along the
thickness of the A/B and B/A CLs.
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Figure 3-20: Cross-section averaged reaction current distributions along the thickness of
the bi-layer A/B and B/A CLs with different inlet humidity conditions at 700C and 0.4
A/cm2.
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Figure 3-21: Cross-section averaged overpotential distributions along the thickness of the
bi-layer A/B and B/A CLs with different inlet humidity conditions at 700C and 0.4
A/cm2.
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Figure 3-22: 3-D reaction current distribution contours for different inlet humidity
conditions at 700C and 0.4 A/cm2 for the A/B CL.
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Figure 3-23: 3-D reaction current distribution contours for different inlet humidity
conditions at 700C and 0.4 A/cm2 for the B/A CL.
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Figure 3-24: Cross-section averaged reaction current distributions along the thickness of
the bi-layer A/B and B/A CLs for different cell operating temperatures at 50% inlet RH
and 0.4 A/cm2.
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Figure 3-25: Cross-section averaged overpotential distributions along the thickness of the
bi-layer A/B and B/A CLs for different cell operating temperatures at 50% inlet RH and
0.4 A/cm2.
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Figure 3-26: 3-D reaction current distribution contours for different cell operating
temperatures at 50% inlet RH and 0.4 A/cm2 for the A/B CL.
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Figure 3-27: 3-D reaction current distribution contours for different cell operating
temperatures at 50% inlet RH and 0.4 A/cm2 for the B/A CL.
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Figure 3-28: Polarization curves for the CDM CL from the DNS calculations and the
experimental data.

Chapter 4

MESOSCOPIC MODELING OF TWO-PHASE TRANSPORT IN THE CL

4.1 Introduction

Pore-scale models for solving flow, specifically multiphase flow, and transport
through porous media can be broadly classified into rule-based and first-principle-based
models [73]. Rule-based models try to capture physical processes pertaining to certain
flow regimes, namely capillary fingering, stable displacement and viscous fingering,
which can be perceived as limiting cases where certain assumptions can be specifically
made. Percolation-based models, diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) model and antiDLA model belong to this category. Such models, based on diluted physical description,
nonetheless provide useful predictions of the transport properties of a given medium or
network. Simulations based on these models are generally faster since there is no need to
solve large systems of equations. The most prominent among these rule-based models is
the percolation-based pore-network modeling approach. Such network models are
commonly used as investigative tools to study a variety of processes in porous media
[73], including, dispersion, relative permeability, capillary pressure – saturation relation,
three-phase displacement, interfacial areas, mass transfer, to name a few. Dullien [35],
Sahimi [74], and Blunt [75] provided extensive literature reviews of pore-network
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models. The pore-network model, being computationally less demanding compared to the
first-principle-based models, could be used to simulate flow at a laboratory scale, or
larger. However, the use of pore-network modeling is primarily limited to simplified
idealized porous media owing to its difficulty in adequately describing the complex pore
morphology in real porous media. Additionally, the deployment of overly simplified
invasion rule in describing the underlying displacement processes deters such network
models from being applicable to generalized flow processes, namely a transition zone
where viscous as well as capillary effects might be important.
Unlike the rule-based approaches, the first-principle-based approaches resolve the
underlying transport processes by solving the governing partial differential equations
(PDE), namely the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The PDEs can be solved by employing
either the fine-scale conventional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, the socalled “top-down approach” or by the coarse-grain approach i.e. the “bottom-up”
approach, shown schematically in Figure 4-1 [76]. The molecular dynamics (MD), lattice
gas (LG) and, lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods fall under the “bottom-up” approach
category. With a given set of suitable boundary conditions, the governing differential
equations can be properly discretized on a computational grid using standard CFD
techniques, namely finite difference, finite volume or finite element methods. However,
the lack of versatility of implementing the boundary conditions for arbitrary grain shapes
precludes the application of CFD methods in a porous medium. Even though several
CFD-based two-phase models, such as multi-field, interface-tracking and volume of fluid
approaches [77], have been developed, their applicability is limited to idealized solid wall
structures (channels, plates, stair-step etc.). Hardly any such attempt is known yet which
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utilizes fine-scale CFD to simulate two-phase flow in real porous media. On the other
hand, molecular dynamics approach [78, 79, 80] takes into account the movements and
collisions of all individual molecules constituting the fluid with detail description of the
inter-molecular interactions and thereby providing realistic equations of state
characterizing the real fluid. However, the complexity of interactions as well as the
number of molecules representative of the actual fluid make the molecular dynamics
models computationally prohibitive for application to macroscopic flows in porous
media. Lattice Boltzmann method and its predecessor lattice gas method, instead of
tracking all the individual molecules, consider the behavior of a collection of particles,
comprised of large number of molecules, moving on a regular lattice, thereby reducing
the degrees of freedom of the system and make the pore-scale simulation computationally
tractable. Owing to its excellent numerical stability and constitutive versatility, the lattice
Boltzmann method has developed into a powerful technique for simulating fluid flows in
recent years and is particularly successful in fluid flow applications involving interfacial
dynamics and complex geometries [81, 82, 83]. Wolf-Gladrow [76] and Succi [84] have
provided a formal description of the evolution of the LB method from its predecessor,
lattice gas (LG) method [85, 86]. Unlike conventional Navier-Stokes solvers based on the
discretizations of macroscopic continuum equations, lattice Boltzmann methods consider
flows to be composed of a collection of pseudo-particles residing on the nodes of an
underlying lattice structure which interact according to a velocity distribution function.
The lattice Boltzmann method is an ideal scale-bridging numerical scheme, depicted
schematically in Figure 4-2 [87], which incorporates simplified kinetic models to capture
microscopic or mesoscopic flow physics and yet the macroscopic averaged quantities
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satisfy the desired macroscopic equations. Due to its underlying kinetic nature, the LB
method has been found to be particularly useful in applications involving interfacial
dynamics and complex boundaries, e.g. multiphase or multicomponent flows, and flow in
porous medium. As opposed to the front-tracking and front-capturing multiphase models
in traditional CFD, due to its kinetic nature, the LB model incorporates phase segregation
and surface tension in multiphase flow through interparticle force/interactions, which are
difficult to implement in traditional methods [88]. Therefore, the key step in developing
the LB multiphase model is to correctly incorporate the particle interactions into the
evolution of the particle distribution functions (PDF) so that macroscopically correct
multiphase flow behavior can be obtained.
Several multiphase LB models have been presented in the literature, which can be
broadly categorized into three approaches. The first LB model for immiscible two-phase
flow was proposed by Gunstensen et al. [89] based on the original lattice gas model by
Rothman and Keller [90]. Gunstensen et al. used red- and blue- colored particles to
represent two fluids. Phase separation is subsequently produced by the repulsive
interaction based on the color gradient and color momentum. The color model was
further developed by later studies [91] but it has serious limitations. One significant
problem with this model is that it is not rigorously based upon thermodynamics, so it is
difficult to incorporate microscopic physics into the model [92, 93].
The second type of LB model was proposed by Shan and Chen (S-C) [94, 95] for
multicomponent/multiphase flow and was subsequently extended by others [96, 97, 98,

99]. This model imposes a non-local interaction between fluid particles at neighboring
lattice sites. The net momentum, modified by interparticle forces, is not conserved by the
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collision operator at each local lattice node. However, the global momentum conservation
of the system is exactly satisfied [97]. This is a distinct feature of this approach. The
interaction potentials control the form of the equation of state (EOS) of the fluid. Phase
separation occurs automatically when the interaction potentials are properly chosen. The
drawback of the S-C model, however, is its thermodynamic inconsistency, therefore
energy conservation is not guaranteed and the temperature is not well-defined [93, 100].
The third type of LB model for multiphase flow is based on the free-energy
approach, proposed by Swift et al. [101, 102]. In this model, the description of nonequilibrium dynamics, such as Cahn-Hilliard’s approach, is incorporated into the LB
model by using the concept of the free energy function. The free energy model has a
sound physical basis, and, unlike the S-C model, the local momentum conservation is
satisfied. However, this model does not satisfy Galilean invariance [93] and some
unphysical effects are produced, namely errors in energy transport [103] in the
simulation. In addition, this model does not include interactions between fluids and the
solid, which is essential in modeling multiphase flow through porous media. Apart from
these three approaches, recent studies have considered the development of a
thermodynamically consistent LB multiphase theory [103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. However,
most of these exploratory studies have focused on model development and their
application to porous medium systems is yet to be fully realized. Among the aforementioned two-phase LB models, the S-C model is widely used due to its simplicity in
implementing boundary conditions in complex porous structures and remarkable
versatility in terms of handling fluid phases with different densities, viscosities and
wettabilities, as well as the capability of incorporating different equations of state.
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It has been already emphasized in Chapter 1 that there is a definite need to
perform pore-scale investigations of two-phase transport in the catalyst layer due to
several reasons, including the fact that to the best of our knowledge no pore-level study
has been reported in the literature elucidating the interplay between the catalyst layer
structure and the underlying two-phase dynamics. In the present work, we develop, for
the first time, a mesoscopic lattice Boltzmann model for two-phase transport through the
cathode catalyst layer structure of a PEFC. The specific objectives of the current study
include: (1) development of an efficient, parallelized, two-phase LB model based on the
well-known Shan-Chen (S-C) multicomponent/multiphase approach detailed earlier; (2)
extension of the S-C LB model to study two-phase transport through the 3-D, catalyst
layer microstructure generated using the stochastic reconstruction technique described in
Chapter 1; (3) designing a quasi-static numerical experiment in order to evaluate capillary
pressure correlation as a function liquid water saturation; (4) devising a numerical
experiment to estimate the phasic relative permeability as function of liquid water
saturation dependent on the underlying two-phase dynamics; and (5) quantitative
estimation of the CL electrochemical performance degradation in the presence of liquid
water through hindered oxygen transport and reduced reaction area for catalytic activity.

4.2 Two-phase Lattice Boltzmann Model

A brief review of the multiphase/multicomponent LB model proposed by Shan
and Chen [94, 95, 96, 97] is provided here. The S-C model, introduces k distribution
functions for a fluid mixture comprising of k components. Each distribution function
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represents a fluid component and satisfies the evolution equation. The non-local
interaction between particles at neighboring lattice sites is included in the kinetics
through a set of potentials. The LB equation for the kth component can be written as:
f i k (x + e i δ t , t + δ t ) − f i k (x, t ) = −

f i k (x, t ) − f i k ( eq ) (x, t )

τk

4.1

where f i k (x, t ) is the number density distribution function for the kth component in the
ith velocity direction at position x and time t, and δ t is the time increment. In the term on
the right-hand side, τ k is the relaxation time of the kth component in lattice unit, and
f i k ( eq ) (x, t ) is the corresponding equilibrium distribution function. The right-hand-side of
Eqn. 4.1 represents the collision term, which is simplified to the equilibrium distribution
function f i k ( eq ) (x, t ) by the so-called BGK (Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook), or the single-time
relaxation approximation [108]. The spatio-temporal discrete form of the LB evolution
equation based on the BGK approximation, given by Eq. 4.1, is often referred to as the
LBGK equation. The derivation of the LBGK equation from the original Boltzmann
equation is detailed elsewhere [76]. For a three-dimensional 19-speed lattice (D3Q19,
where D is the dimension and Q is the number of velocity directions), the schematic of
which is shown in Figure 4-3 with the velocity directions [109, 110], the equilibrium
distribution function, f i k ( eq ) (x, t ) , assumes the following form [111, 130]:
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In the above equations, the discrete velocities, ei, are given by:
i = 0,

⎧(0,0,0),
⎪
e i = ⎨(±1,0,0), (0,±1,0), (0,0,±1)
⎪(±1,±1,0), (±1,0,±1), (0,±1,±1)
⎩

i = 1 − 6,
i = 7 - 18.

4.3

The free parameter, β k , relates to the speed of sound of a region of pure kth component,
as:
(c sk ) 2 =

1− βk
2

4.4

The number density of the kth component, nk, is defined as:
nk = ∑i f i k

4.5

The mass density of the kth component is defined as:

ρ k = mk nk = mk ∑i f i k

The fluid velocity of the kth fluid is defined through:

4.6
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ρ k u k = mk ∑i e i f i k

4.7

where mk is the molecular mass of the kth component.
The equilibrium velocity, u keq , is determined by the expression:

′
ρ k u eq
k = ρ k u + τ k Fk

4.8

where, u ′ is a common or base velocity on top of which an extra component-specific
velocity due to interparticle interaction is added for each component. Interparticle
interaction is realized through the total force, Fk, acting on the kth component, including
fluid/fluid interaction F1k, fluid/solid interaction, F2k, and external force F3k [98] and is
expressed as:

Fk = F1k + F2 k + F3k

4.9

The conservation of momentum at each collision in the absence of interaction force (i.e.
in the case of Fk = 0), requires u ′ to satisfy the following relation,
⎛ s ρkuk
′
u = ⎜⎜ ∑
⎝ k =1 τ k

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

⎛ s ρk
⎜⎜ ∑
⎝ k =1 τ k

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

4.10

A simple long-range interaction force between particles of the kth component at site x
and the k th component at site x ′ is introduced and the total fluid/fluid interaction force on
the kth component at site x is given by:
s

F1k (x) = −ψ k (x)∑∑ Gkk (x, x′)ψ k (x′)(x′ − x)
x′ k =1

4.11
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where Gkk (x, x ′) is Green’s function and satisfies Gkk (x, x ′) = Gkk (x ′, x) . It reflects the
intensity of interparticle interaction. ψ kk (x) is called the “effective number density” and
is defined as a function of x through its dependency on the local number density,

ψ k = ψ k (nk ) . In the D3Q19 lattice model, the interaction potential couples nearest and
next-nearest neighbors and the Green’s function is given by:

⎧ g kk ,
⎪⎪
Gkk (x, x′) = ⎨ g kk 2,
⎪0,
⎪⎩

x - x ′ = 1,
x - x′ = 2 ,

4.12

otherwise.

where g kk represents the strength of interparticle interactions between component k and
k . The effective number density, ψ k (nk ) is taken as nk in the present model and other
choices will give a different equation of state (EOS).
The interactive force between the fluid and wall is realized through regarding the
wall as a separate phase with constant number density and is given by:

F2 k (x) = − nk (x)∑ g kw n w (x′)(x′ − x)
x′

4.13

where nw is the number density of the wall, which is a constant at the wall and zero
elsewhere, gkw is the interaction strength between kth component and the wall. The
interactive strength, gkw, defines the wall wettability, and is positive for a non-wetting
fluid and negative for a wetting fluid. It is to be noted that F2k is perpendicular to the wall
and will not affect the no-slip boundary condition.
The action of a constant body force can be incorporated as:
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F3k = ρ k g = mk nk g

4.14

where g is the constant body force per unit mass.
The continuity and momentum equations can be obtained for the fluid mixture as
a single fluid using Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure in the nearly incompressible
limit [91]:
∂ρ
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρu) = 0,
∂t

4.15

⎡ ∂u
⎤
+ (u ⋅ ∇)u ⎥ = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ [ ρν (∇u + u∇)] + ρg
⎣ ∂t
⎦

4.16

ρ⎢

where the total density and velocity of the fluid mixture are given, respectively, by [96]:

ρ = ∑k ρ k
ρu = ∑ k ρ k u k +

1
∑ Fk
2 k

4.17
4.18

The pressure, which is usually a non-ideal gas equation of state, is given by [97]:
p = ∑k

(1 − β k )mk nk
+ 3∑k ,k g kkψ kψ k
2

4.19

In the present model, mk = 1 and β k = 1 3 , which is commonly used in the literature.
Then the equation of state can be written as:
p = ∑k

nk
+ 3∑k ,k g kkψ kψ k
3

4.20
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The viscosity is given by:

ν=

(∑ α τ
k

k k

)

−1 2 3

4.21

where α k is the mass density concentration of the kth component and is defined as [112]:

αk = ρk

∑k ρ k

4.22

It should be noted that the introduction of fluid/solid interaction has no effect on
the macroscopic equations since F2k exists only at the fluid/solid interface.

4.3 Model Calibration and Testing

The primary physical parameters, such as the fluid/fluid and fluid/solid interaction
coefficients, need apriori evaluation through model calibration using numerical
experiments. In this regard, two types of numerical experiments were conducted: bubble
test in the absence of solid phase and static droplet test in the presence of solid wall.

4.3.1 Bubble Test

In order to evaluate the fluid/fluid interaction parameter, which takes care of the
fluid/fluid surface tension and hence one of the most important physical input parameters
for the D3Q19 two-phase S-C model, bubble test is performed in the absence of solid
phase according to the procedure outlined by Hou et al. [112].
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The three-dimension bubble test consisted of a spherical non-wetting phase
(NWP) initially located at the center of a 50×50×50 (in lattice units) domain. Initially, a
NWP bubble with a certain radius was completely immersed in the wetting-phase (WP),
otherwise occupying the entire domain. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
three coordinate directions. At equilibrium (steady) state, in the absence of any solid
phase and body force, each fluid has a constant density and pressure across the interface.
The pressure jump across the interface is determined by the radius of the bubble and the
surface tension is given by Laplace’s law as:
∆P = Pc = P2 − P1 =

2σ
R0

4.23

It should be noted that 1 refers to the wetting phase and 2 refers to the nonwetting phase respectively and this convention will be used in the rest of this chapter.
Since the LB method is a dynamic technique, the static bubble is achieved through time
evolution and the size of the final bubble and final densities are unknown at the initial
time.
The model input parameters for the bubble test are initial densities, ρ1 and ρ 2 , of
the WP and NWP outside and inside the bubble respectively, the relaxation times, τ 1 and

τ 2 , and fluid/fluid interaction coefficient, g = g 12 = g 21 . It should be noted that all the
units are in lattice units unless otherwise stated specifically.
For the bubble test the density ratio and viscosity ratio were maintained at unity.
The initial fluid densities were: ρ 2 = 150 and ρ1 = 0 inside the bubble, and ρ 2 = 0 and

ρ1 = 150 outside the bubble. The choice of the initial densities is similar to that reported
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by Pan et al. [113]. The relaxation times, τ 1 = 1 and τ 1 = 1.42 are considered which gives
rise to a dynamic viscosity ratio, M =

µ 2 ν 2 ρ 2 (2τ 2 − 1) ρ 2
=
=
~ 2 [113]. Steady state
µ1 ν 1 ρ 1
(2τ 1 − 1) ρ1

was considered achieved when the relative difference of the overall fluid velocity, given
by Eq. 4.18, at a time step T and at (T-1000) was of the order of 10-6. If steady state
cannot be reached, the simulation time was set to a maximum of 40000 time steps in
lattice units. The fluid/fluid interaction coefficient, g, was set to 0.001 and it was
sufficient to produce desired fluid separation.
Figure 4-4 shows the density contour of the non-wetting phase at a constant xplane, x = 25, along with the static bubble formed at steady state with the initial bubble
radius, Rinit = 10. The steady state bubble radius, R, was evaluated using the procedure
described by Hou et al. [112]. Figure 4-4 clearly suggests that the two fluids have
separated with the assumed fluid/fluid interaction coefficient. It also depicts that the S-C
LB model essentially follows the diffuse interface approach and fails to capture a sharp
interface. The fluid pressures across the interface were measured using Eq. 4.20 after
steady state was achieved. To test Laplace’s law, given by Eq. 4.23, the bubble test was
conducted for several initial bubble radii. The variation of pressure difference across the
interface with respect to (2/R) is plotted in Figure 4-5 and it exhibits good agreement with
Laplace’s law. The slope of the linear fit is the interfacial tension, σ, which was
calculated as 22.62 in lattice units for the present bubble test simulation.
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4.3.2 Static Droplet Test

In order to evaluate the fluid/solid interaction parameter for the D3Q19 two-phase
S-C LB model, which controls the wall wettability effect through the resulting contact
angle at the solid/fluid/fluid interface, a static droplet test is performed in the presence of
solid wall.
The static contact angle can be reasonably well predicted by Eq. 4-13 [97]. In the
present contact angle simulation, initially a half liquid droplet of radius 10, in lattice
units, is placed at the geometric center of the bottom solid wall of the 50×50×50 (in
lattice units) computational domain with periodic boundary conditions (BCs) in the x
direction and wall BCs in the y and z directions. In this simulation no body force is
applied and similar convergence criterion, as in the case of bubble test, is maintained.
The input parameters remain the same as in the case of the bubble test with the additional
fluid/solid interaction parameter, g 1w = − g 2 w . A particle distribution function bounce-back
scheme [114, 115, 116] is used at the walls to obtain no-slip boundary condition. The
bounce-back scheme implies that when a particle distribution streams to a wall node, it
scatters back to the node it originated from.
When a static droplet is formed, the contact angle is evaluated from the final
steady state values of the droplet radius, R, droplet height, a0 , and wet length of the
droplet, b0 , using the following relation [35] and as illustrated in the schematic in Figure
4-6:
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tan(θ 2 ) =

b0
2( R − a 0 )

4.24

The final radius, R, is evaluated from a0 and b0 , using the following expression [35]:
R=

a 0 b02
+
2 8a 0

4.25

Hereafter, for simplicity θ 2 is referred to as the contact angle, θ .
The values of g 1w and g 2 w are varied to obtain steady droplets with different
contact angles. Figure 4-7 shows two contact angles obtained by adjusting the fluid/solid
interaction parameter as well as the density contours of the droplet fluid at a constant xplane, x = 25. Figure 4-8 depicts that the contact angle is a linear function of g2w, which is
in agreement with the predictions in earlier works by Yang et al. [117] and Kang et al.
[118]. As shown in Figure 4-8, a negative value of g2w gives rise to a contact angle less
than 90º, indicating that the phase 2 tends to wet the surface leading to hydrophilic
wettability. A contact angle greater than 90º is formed when g2w is positive; indicating
that the phase 2 is non-wetting and the wettability condition is termed as hydrophobic.
For g2w = 0, neither of the phases exhibits preferential wetting to the surface, which is
defined as neutrally wet situation.

4.3.3 Droplet Dynamics and Effect of Wall Wettability

Before going into the details of the liquid water transport through the CL porous
structure, this section is devoted to garner fundamental understanding about the effect of
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wall wetting characteristics on the droplet dynamics on a plain solid wall. In this regard,
the D3Q19 two-phase S-C LB model is steered appropriately to study 3-D droplet motion
on a patterned channel wall with varying wettability. This study can be perceived as a
pore-scale prototype numerical experiment, the importance of which has been
emphasized by Olbricht [119], equivalent to liquid water motion in a single straight pore.
In addition to evaluating the capability and/or accuracy of the current two-phase S-C LB
model in capturing the droplet dynamics on the wettability graded solid wall, the farreaching implication of this investigation is to shed some light on the role of wettability
in liquid water transport through a porous structure.
The effect of wall wettability on the immiscible displacement is of potential
interest and has attracted the attention of several researchers in the recent past. The
immiscible displacement on solid wall is a moving contact-line problem and the twophase LB model has proved to be an efficient numerical method in handling such
phenomena. Notable works include Kang et al. [118, 120], and Briant et al. [121, 122].
However, the primary focus in these studies has been to simulate the contact-line motion
and to study the corresponding displacement behavior. Briant and co-workers [121, 122]
simulated the contact-line motion in both liquid-gas systems and binary fluids using the
free-energy based LB model mentioned earlier. Kang et al. [118, 120] studied the effect
of uniform wall wettability on droplet displacement behavior under the influence of
gravity force in significant detail and employed the two-phase S-C LB model for their
work. However, there is hardly any work reported in the literature which investigates the
effect of mixed wettability of the solid wall on immiscible droplet displacement. The
mixed wettability refers to the varying wetting characteristics of the solid wall comprised
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of hydrophilic (HI) and hydrophobic (HO) regions. In the present work, the S-C LB
model is deployed to study droplet motion on a solid wall with varying wetting
characteristics.

4.3.3.1 Simulation Setup
The numerical simulation is primarily designed based on the work by Kang et al.
[120], where the displacement of a 3-D droplet in a channel was presented. Initially a
static droplet with a specified radius is formed on the wall at y = 0 with center at x = 20
and z = 250 and is shown schematically in Figure 4-9. The computational domain
consists of 80×40×300 lattice nodes. In this study the density ratio and viscosity ratio of
unity are considered. Bounce back boundary conditions are imposed on the walls in the x
and y directions and periodic boundary conditions are applied at z = 0 and z = Lz. The
droplet motion is induced by applying a body force along the –z direction. The fluid/fluid
interaction coefficient is set to g12 = g21 = 0.1, where subscript 2 refers to the droplet
fluid. The relaxation times are set to τ 1 = τ 2 = 1 . The wall wettability patterning is
furnished such a way that one half of the channel wall along the z direction exhibits
hydrophilic (HI) behavior and the other half exhibits hydrophobic (HO) wetting
characteristics. Two wettability patterning scenarios are specifically considered, namely,
alternate patterning with. HI/HO vs. HO/HI wetting characteristics along the z direction,
as indicated in the schematic diagram in Figure 4-9. The model input parameters for this
numerical experiment are adapted directly from the work by Kang et al. [120].
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In this study, two sets of numerical experiments were performed with alternate
wettability patterning as indicated earlier under the influence of three different driving
force terms. Each driving force term, responsible for initiating the droplet motion, can be
perceived as representative of a particular capillary number (Ca), defined as the ratio of
the viscous force and the surface tension force [120]. In Set I, the first half of the wall
(i.e. from z = 0 to z = Lz/2) was set hydrophobic and the rest of the wall hydrophilic, i.e.
a static droplet was formed on the hydrophilic wall before the motion was induced by the
external force. In Set II, the static droplet was initiated on a hydrophobic wall. For each
of the two sets of numerical experiments, three different forcing strength, g, were applied,
namely 1.e-4, 5.e-5 and 1.e-5, all in lattice units. For the hydrophobic region, the
fluid/solid interaction coefficient was set to g2w = -g1w = 0.05 corresponding to a static
contact angle of 1180, while for the hydrophilic region, it was set to g2w = -g1sw= - 0.02,
leading to a static contact angle of 780 [118, 120].

4.3.3.2 Results and Discussion
Figures 4-10, 4-11 and 4-12 show the dynamic behavior of an initial hydrophilic
droplet at different time steps corresponding to the Set I simulations and with forcing
strength, g = 1.e-4, 5.e-5 and 1.e-5, respectively. The shape of the droplet changes as it
transitions from the hydrophilic wetting portion to the hydrophobic section. For high
external force, g = 1.e-4, representative of high Ca, toward the end of the channel a small
portion of the droplet pinches off. While with medium driving force, g = 5.e-5, the
droplet behavior is very similar to that for high strength, however the droplet doesn’t
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pinch off. Most interesting observation is that for low Ca, g = 1.e-5, where the droplet
virtually gets stalled while transitioning from the hydrophilic wall to hydrophobic wall
and starts beading up on the lower end. The low driving force, representative of low Ca
typical of the fuel cell operation as will be explained later, indicates that the capillary
force is required to build up via the accumulation of the HI (i.e. the droplet in this case)
phase volume fraction to facilitate transport in a dual wettability (HI/HO) porous
medium.
Figures 4-13, 4-14 and 4-15 depict the dynamics of an initially hydrophobic
droplet at different time steps corresponding to the Set II simulation with forcing
strength, g = 1.e-4, 5.e-5 and 1.e-5, respectively. Figure 4-13 shows that under the
influence of high external force (g = 1.e-4) the droplet simply detaches before
transitioning on the hydrophilic wall. For medium (g = 5.e-5) and low (g = 1.e-5) driving
force, the droplet smoothly transitions onto the hydrophilic wall and readjusts its shape
accordingly. From the low Ca scenario (i.e. Figure 4-15) it is evident that the HO (i.e. the
droplet in this case) phase will readily spread and/or invade into the HI region of a dual
wettability porous media.
From the above preliminary study, it is clear that varying wettability has a major
role to play in droplet motion and subsequent transport. This study bolsters the fact that
the current two-phase S-C LB model correctly captures the droplet behavior apropos of
the physical scenario. The detail description of the droplet shape, distributions of
velocity, pressure and stress in the vicinity of the droplet transitioning region, the
evaluation of a critical Ca etc. are however not included in this Chapter for the sake of
brevity. Nonetheless, this study could also be envisioned as a single droplet motion in an
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idealized straight pore passing through a porous structure, where the pore wall is
characterized by mixed wettability.

4.4 Two-phase Transport through the CL Microstructure

In this section, the D3Q19 LB model based on the Shan-Chen approach,
developed earlier, has been extended for pore-scale investigation of two-phase transport
through the porous catalyst layer structure of a PEFC and the LB model has been
parallelized to facilitate efficient computation with large number of grid points required
by the 3-D CL microstructure. The microstructures for both the CCM and CDM CLs
have been reconstructed using the stochastic generation method, detailed in Chapter 2.
Prior to developing the specific numerical experiments for evaluating the twophase closure relations, namely the capillary pressure and relative permeability as
functions of liquid water saturation, and also the estimation of the influence of liquid
water on the CL electrochemical performance, the salient assumptions specifically made
in the present model are described and justified first. For two-phase flow through the
porous catalyst layer, due to the complex structure as well as significantly small pore size
(~ 0.05 – 0.1 µm), surface forces become dominant and the effect of gravity and inertia
forces can be neglected. In this regard, representative values of a few salient nondimensional numbers governing the underlying transport in the CL are listed below. For a
representative CL with porosity of 50%, mean pore diameter, D, of 0.05 µm, 100%
cathode utilization, reaction area of 30 cm2 and for current density of 1 A/cm2, the order
of magnitude of some of the important non-dimensional numbers can be estimated as:
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Reynolds number: Re =

ρ 2U 2 D
~ 10-4
µ2

Capillary number: Ca =

µ 2U 2
~ 10-6
σ

Bond number: Bo =

g ′( ρ 2 − ρ1 ) D 2

Weber number: We =

σ

~ 10-10

ρ 2U 22 D
= Re .Ca ~ 10-10
σ

where U2 and µ2 are the non-wetting phase Darcy velocity and dynamic viscosity
respectively, σ is the surface tension and g ′ is the gravitational acceleration. It should be
noted that for a hydrophobic catalyst layer representative of a polymer electrolyte fuel
cell system, water becomes the non-wetting phase and air is the wetting phase. From the
Bond number, defined as the ratio of gravitational force to the surface tension force, it is
evident that the effect of gravity is negligible with respect to the surface force, thus
indicating strong capillary force dominance. Also within PEFC electrodes, velocity, U2 is
significantly small and mass transport is mainly diffusion dominated. Now, from the
Reynolds number, representing the ratio of inertia force to viscous force, it is obvious that
the inertial effect is negligible in the CL, as compared to the viscous force. Combining
the implications of low Reynolds and Bond numbers, it can be inferred that the density
difference, which is ~1000 for air-water two-phase flow in the CL, should have
significantly small influence on the overall transport in the CL. Now, from the Capillary
number, Ca, which represents the ratio of viscous force to the surface tension force, it can
be observed that the effect of viscous force is also negligible as compared to the surface
tension force. Apart from these non-dimensional numbers, the Weber number, (We),
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defining the ratio of inertial force to the surface tension force, which is also a product of
Re and Ca, emphasizes the fact that the effects of inertia and viscous forces are truly
insignificant as compared to the surface tension force in the CL. It should be noted that
the viscosity ratio for the non-wetting and wetting phases in a fuel cell operating at 80ºC
is estimated to be, M =

µ2
~ 18. Based on the just calculated representative viscosity
µ1

ratio and capillary number values, the typical operating two-phase regime for the CL
belongs to the capillary fingering zone on the “phase diagram” proposed by Lenormand
et al. [123], and is shown in Figure 4-16. The notion of the “phase diagram”, proposed by
Lenormand et al. [123], is based on their experiment, involving immiscible displacement
of a wetting phase by a non-wetting phase, in a flat and horizontal porous medium where
gravity forces were neglected. This phase diagram further bolsters the validity of our
assumption that for air-water two-phase flow in the CL of a PEFC, the viscous forces are
truly negligible and the principal force is owing to the action of capillarity, which might
consequently lead to capillary fingering type displacement pattern. Viscous fingering
pattern is observed at low M, where the principal force is the viscous force of the resident
fluid and the capillary force and pressure drop in the displacing fluid can be neglected. In
the stable displacement flow regime, representative of high M and high Ca, the principal
force is due to the viscosity of the displacing fluid and capillary effects in the resident
fluid are negligible. Typical fluid displacement patterns pertaining to the three flow
regimes are shown in Figure 4-17 and are adapted from the work by Ewing and
Berkowitz [124], who extended the two-dimensional phase diagram by Lenormand et al.
[123] to a three-dimensional phase diagram by adding the effect of gravity force through
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Bond number (Bo) in the third direction. However, in general, the effect of gravity force
in the overall fuel cell system operation, let alone in the porous catalyst layer, has been
shown to be truly insignificant [125]. Using this analysis, it can be safely adjudged that
for modeling air-water two-phase transport in the CL, of around 10 µm thick, within the
LB framework, the effects of density ratio (~1000) and viscosity ratio (~18) variation can
be assumed to be negligible. Additionally, in the current LB model we do not consider
the effect of electrochemical reaction since the primary purpose is to simulate two-phase
transport in an ex-situ porous CL, which is not a part of an operational fuel cell. The idea
is to mimic an actual ex-situ experimental set-up, commonly employed in porous medium
applications related to reservoir/petroleum engineering [36, 126], for evaluating the
capillary pressure and relative permeability correlations as functions of saturation.
Since the catalyst layer is predominantly hydrophobic, a static contact angle of
1100 is considered in the present model. From the contact angle test, described earlier, a
value of fluid/solid interaction parameter, g2w = -g1w = 0.05 is used. Other S-C model
input parameters are maintained the same as in the bubble test, detailed earlier.

4.5 Evaluation of Capillary Pressure – Saturation Relation
In this section, a numerical experiment is devised analogous to an actual, ex-situ,
quasi-static displacement experiment, detailed elsewhere in the literature [36, 126], for
the evaluation of capillary pressure – saturation relation, which is a direct manifestation
of the underlying pore-morphology of the catalyst layer structure.
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4.5.1 Simulation Setup
Based on the two-phase LB model developed above and the related assumptions
therein, a static capillary pressure experiment is designed assuming negligible influence
of capillary number and viscosity ratio on the two-phase transport within the thin CL.
Figure 4-18 schematically shows the numerical experiment, based on the work by Pan et
al. [113], where immiscible displacement for oil-water two-phase flow through a
simulated sphere-packed porous structure was conducted for capillary pressure –
saturation relation estimation. A NWP reservoir is added to the CL porous structure at the
front end (x = 0) and a WP reservoir is added at the back end (x = L). These two end
reservoirs added to the CL microstructure in the thickness direction are composed of void
space. It should be noted that for the primary drainage (PD) simulation in the
hydrophobic CL, liquid water is the NWP and air is the WP.
Fixed pressure boundary conditions, which are equivalent to fixed densities
within the LB framework, were imposed at the first layer of the NWP reservoir and the
last layer of the WP reservoir. Fixed pressure boundary conditions were imposed by
assigning the equilibrium distribution functions computed with zero velocity and
specified density at the reservoirs, to the distribution functions, based on the early work
by Grunau [127]. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the span-wise (i.e. y and
z) directions.
The primary drainage process was simulated starting with zero capillary pressure,
by fixing the NWP and WP densities in the first layer of the NWP reservoir to be 150 and
0 respectively, and 0 and 150 in the last layer of the WP reservoir. Then the capillary
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pressure was increased incrementally by decreasing the WP reservoir density while
maintaining the NWP reservoir density at the fixed initial value. The pressure gradient
drives the NWP into the initially WP-saturated porous medium by displacing it. A lattice
site was assumed occupied by the NWP if the NWP density at that node was larger than
half of the fixed NWP density; otherwise the node was assumed to be WP occupied. For
each capillary pressure, the steady state was assumed achieved when, either the
convergence criteria based on the overall fluid velocity, as mentioned in the bubble test
section, was satisfied or the NWP saturation did not change after 1000 time steps,
whichever occurred first. It is worth reiterating that the current primary drainage
simulation corresponds to an ex-situ steady state experimental procedure where the CL
structure is not a part of the operational fuel cell. The two-phase LB modeling framework
devised here could be further extended, as will be explained later, in order to simulate the
scenario of arbitrarily mobile liquid water phase perceived as the liquid water generated
at random catalytically active sites within the CL structure in an operating fuel cell and
transported by the action of capillarity. The primary focus of this numerical experiment
is, however, to establish a procedure for the evaluation of the capillary pressure response
as function of the liquid water saturation as a direct manifestation of the underlying pore
structure.
In order for efficient simulation of two-phase transport through the CL porous
structure with sufficiently large number of lattice points along with the computational
intensive nature of the particle-based LB modeling approach, the D3Q19 S-C model was
parallelized based on a full lattice representation (FLR) where both the fluid and solid
nodes are stored and computed on a regular computational grid [73]. With the FLR
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approach, the parallelization was implemented based on the 1-D slice decomposition [73]
along the CL thickness direction using the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI)
library.
The primary drainage simulation was conducted for the CCM and CDM CL
microstructures generated using the stochastic technique described in Chapter 2. The
computational domain for each CL microstructure consists of 100×50×50 lattice nodes.
The simulations were performed on a Linux PC cluster. A test simulation with
150×75×75 lattice nodes was conducted and the steady state saturation level for a
specified pressure difference was within 2% to that obtained from the 100×50×50
simulation. In order to keep the computational time within a reasonable limit without
losing much on accuracy all the simulations presented in this study were conducted on a
computational domain with 100×50×50 lattice nodes. A typical simulation using ten
computer nodes on the PC cluster takes approximately 110-120 hours to reach the steady
state saturation level.

4.5.2 Results and Discussion
Figures 4-19 and 4-20 display the steady state saturation fronts of the invading
non-wetting phase, i.e. liquid water, corresponding to increasing capillary pressures from
the drainage simulations with the CCM and CDM catalyst layers, respectively. At lower
capillary pressures, the liquid water saturation front exhibits finger like pattern, similar to
the displacement pattern observed typically in the capillary fingering regime as shown in
Figure 4-17. The displacing liquid water phase penetrates into the body of the resident
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wetting phase (i.e. air) in the shape of fingers owing to the surface tension driven
capillary force. However, at high saturation levels, the invading non-wetting phase tends
to exhibit a somewhat flat advancing front. This observation indicates that with
increasing capillary pressure, even with very low Capillary number (Ca), several
penetrating saturation fronts tend to merge and form a stable front and the invasion
pattern transitions from the capillary fingering regime to the stable displacement regime
and might lie in the transition zone in between. Taking a closer at the saturation fronts
between the CCM and CDM CLs reveals that the CCM CL exhibits a transition from the
capillary fingering regime to the stable displacement regime at lower saturation level as
compared to the CDM CL which further indicates the influence of the underlying pore
morphology on the liquid water transport. In an operating fuel cell, the resulting liquid
water displacement pattern pertaining to the underlying CL structure should play a vital
role in the transport of the liquid water and hence the overall flooding behavior.
Figure 4-21 shows the capillary pressure curve as a function of NWP saturation
for both the CCM and CDM CLs. The overall shape of the capillary pressure curve
agrees well with those reported in the literature for synthetic porous medium [113]. From
the plot, it is evident that the initial entry pressure for the NWP to initiate invading into
the WP-saturated domain is relatively higher for the CDM CL as compared to the CCM
CL. This could be due to the higher open pore volume fraction in the vicinity of the NWP
reservoir for the CCM CL with respect to the CDM CL as can be seen from the
respective pore volume fraction distributions in Figures 2-5 and 2-6 respectively. Another
point to be noted is that for the CCM CL, the NWP saturation increases gradually with
increase in capillary pressure till around 20%, after which NWP saturation jumps to
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around 45% with negligible increase in capillary pressure. The CDM CL, however,
exhibits a rapid jump in NWP saturation from around 5% to 45% with negligible increase
in capillary pressure. This behavior is again closely linked to the underlying structures of
the respective CLs and this observation is in accordance with the higher fraction of
available pore space for the invading NWP in the CDM CL. Beyond 45% saturation, the
CDM CL exhibits a steeper capillary pressure-saturation gradient as compared to the
CCM CL. However, both the CLs exhibit quite similar residual WP saturation of around
18%.

4.6 Evaluation of Relative Permeability – Saturation Relation
For simultaneous flow of two immiscible fluid phases in a porous medium, each
phase satisfies Darcy’s law, written as:
vi = −

kk ri

µi

(∇pi − ρ i g ′)

4.26

where vi is the Darcy velocity for the wetting phase and non-wetting phase, pi is the fluid
phase pressure, ρ i g ′ is the body force, µi is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, κ is the
intrinsic permeability determined by the pore structure of the porous medium alone, and

κri is the relative permeability of each phase that depends upon fluid saturation and the
underlying two-phase dynamics. It should be noted that in the case of the CL, body force
can be safely neglected based on the justifications provided earlier. The apparent
implication of the above equation is that the interactions between the phases are
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neglected, and therefore, the relative permeabilities could be thought of representing the
drag due to flow of each particular phase over the solid surface. Thus, it can be assumed,
albeit implicitly, that each fluid phase and the solid wall forms a virtual new solid matrix
through which the other phase can flow. This essentially implies that all fluid/fluid
interfaces remain static in steady-state flow, which is not true. On the contrary, the
underlying two-phase dynamics at the fluid/fluid interfaces is significant and the viscous
coupling effect due to interfacial drag becomes important [128]. Ehrlich [129] showed
theoretically that the magnitude of viscous coupling depends on the rheology of the
fluid/fluid interface and it diminishes at higher interfacial shear viscosity. The Darcy’s
law, given by Eq. 4.26, can be expressed in the coupled form in the absence of gravity
force as the following [130]:
v1 = −
v2 = −

kk r11

µ1
kk r 21

µ1

∇p1 −
∇p1 −

kk r12

µ2
kk r 22

µ2

∇p 2

4.27
∇p 2

where, kr11 and kr22 are the generalized relative permeabilties for phase 1 and phase 2,
respectively, and kr12 and kr21 are the viscous coupling coefficients i.e. the off-diagonal
terms in the relative permeability matrix due to viscous coupling effect. Although viscous
coupling effect has received sufficient recognition, the relative importance of the viscous
coupling coefficients has been debated widely in the literature. Excellent discussions on
the viscous coupling effect are provided by Avraam and Payatakes [130]. However, it is
often assumed that the coupling coefficients are significant only when µ1 = µ2 and the
saturation of one fluid is relatively small [130]. For a typical fuel cell operation, in the
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transport control regime where CL flooding due to the liquid water is the performance
limiting mechanism, the viscous coupling effect in the air-water two-phase flow might
not be important and as a first approximation we shall not calculate the viscous coupling
coefficients for the CL microstructures under investigation. Nonetheless, the effect of
underlying interfacial dynamics on the conventional relative permeabilities (kr11 and kr22)
is of paramount importance. In this section, a numerical experiment is designed based on
the steady-state flow experiment, typically devised in the petroleum/reservoir engineering
applications and detailed elsewhere in the literature [126, 130, 131], in order to evaluate
the relative permeability coefficients, namely kr11 and kr22, for the wetting and nonwetting phase, respectively, for the catalyst layer.

4.6.1 Simulation Setup
In the present work, the numerical experiment is devised according to the
procedure outlined by Li et al. [132]. The D3Q19 S-C LB model, described earlier, is
further extended to simulate the steady-state flow experiment in order to estimate the
conventional relative permeabilities for both the CCM and CDM CLs, generated using
the stochastic reconstruction technique as elaborated in Chapter 2. Briefly, in the steadystate flow experiment the two immiscible fluids are allowed to flow simultaneously until
equilibrium is attained and the corresponding saturations, fluid flow rates and pressure
gradients can be directly measured and correlated using Darcy’s law. The term “steadystate”, however needs to be duly qualified in the sense that the process is intrinsically a
dynamical equilibrium of two moving fluids, although macroscopically stable [130].
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The numerical experiment for the immiscible two-phase flow is described below:
•

Initially, both the NWP and WP are randomly distributed throughout the CL
porous structure such that the desired NWP saturation is achieved. The initial
random distribution of the liquid water phase (i.e. NWP) in the otherwise air (i.e.
WP) occupied CL closely represents the physically perceived scenario of liquid
water generation due to the electrochemical reaction at different catalytically
active sites within the CL structure and subsequent transport by the action of
capillarity. In the present numerical experiment, the CL domain is assumed to be
bounded by walls in the span-wise (y and z) directions and periodic in throughplane (x) direction.

•

Co-current flow is simulated by adding body force, as defined by Eq. 4.14 in the
S-C model, for both phases along the flow direction. The application of body
force makes the application of boundary conditions straightforward and avoids
capillary pressure gradients and hence saturation gradients in the flow direction.
The S-C model input parameters described earlier in the capillary test are
maintained the same along with density ratio of unity and viscosity ratio of
around 2. The convergence criterion is rendered the same as in the bubble test.

•

Once steady state is achieved, the flux of each phase is calculated. Steady state is
considered attained when the saturation and flow rates of both phases do not
change any more. The corresponding absolute flux is calculated by modifying the
two-phase LB model, where a body force is applied to one phase and the density
of the other phase is rendered zero at all locations. Finally, the ratio of flux of
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each phase from the two-phase calculation to the one obtained from the singlephase calculation gives the relative permeability related to the saturation level.

4.6.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 4-22 exhibits the 3-D liquid water distributions corresponding to several
low saturation levels (below 15%) for the CCM and CDM CLs once the steady state is
reached. It can be observed that below 10% saturation level there is hardly any connected
pathway for the liquid water phase to transport through the CL structure and hence the
relative mobility of the liquid water phase with respect to the incumbent air phase is
negligible. As the saturation level increases the liquid water phase finds a connected
pathway for transport through the CL structure.
Figure 4-23 shows the NWP and WP relative permeability as functions of NWP
saturation for both the CCM and CDM CLs. Based on the value of the specified body
force the Capillary number is estimated to be of the order of 10-6 representative of a
typical fuel cell operation as detailed earlier. The general trend of the relative
permeability curves agrees well with those reported elsewhere in the literature for
geological flows [132]. It can be observed that the liquid water relative permeability
values below 10% saturation is negligibly small due to the non-existence of a connected
pathway for transport apropos of the 3-D liquid water distributions in Figure 4-22. The
CCM CL also shows higher liquid water relative permeability value toward the upper
saturation limit as compared to the CDM CL. In general it is observed that at this low Ca
the relative permeability curves for both CCM and CDM exhibit non-linear relationships
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for both phases between the flow rate and the driving pressure gradient and this
observation is in agreement with the results reported by Li et al. [132]. This observation
further emphasizes that for the capillary number of interest for fuel cell operation, (i.e. Ca
~ 10-6), the relative permeability relations for both phases will exhibit strong nonlinearity. Despite the linear relation between the pressure gradient and the flow-rate
demonstrated by the Darcy’s law, the current prediction from the numerical experiment
further underscores the capability of the LB model in capturing the underlying interfacial
dynamics inherent to the low capillary number flow regime of interest. This relation of
the relative permeability as function of the liquid water saturation can be further deployed
in the two-phase computational fuel cell dynamics models for reliable transport
predictions.

4.7 Effect of Liquid Water on the CL Electrochemical Performance
The detrimental consequence of liquid water on the CL electrochemical
performance manifests in terms of coverage of the electrochemically active area leading
to reduced catalytic activity and blockage of the porous pathways rendering hindered
oxygen transport to the active reaction sites. In the macroscopic fuel cell models, where
the CL is treated as a macrohomogeneous porous layer, the site coverage and volume
blockage effects owing to liquid water are taken into account through an electrochemical
area reduction relation and the Bruggeman type correction for the effective oxygen
diffusivity, respectively. These two empirical correlations, however, cannot be separately
discerned through experimental techniques. In this section, the two-phase LB model and
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the DNS model are deployed in order to quantify the site coverage and volume blockage
effects based on the CL microstructures.

4.7.1 Simulation Setup
The computational approach couples the two-phase LB model for the liquid water
transport and the DNS model for the species and charge transport. The two-phase
simulation is designed based on the ex-situ, steady-state flow experiment for porous
media, detailed earlier in the section 4.6, in order to obtain the liquid water distribution
within the CL microstructure for different saturation levels resulting from the dynamic
interactions between the two phases and the underlying pore morphology. Briefly, with
an initial random distribution of the liquid water phase corresponding to a saturation level
in the otherwise air occupied CL structure, the imposed driving force representative of
the typical Capillary number (i.e. Ca ~ 10-6) allows the two immiscible phases to
transport and redistribute owing to the action of capillarity characterized by the surface
tension force and the wall adhesion force depending upon the pore wall wetting
characteristics. Once equilibrium is attained the corresponding saturations, fluid flow
rates and pressure gradients can be directly measured. As mentioned earlier, the initial
random distribution of the liquid water phase rather conforms very closely to the scenario
of active reaction sites dispersed randomly within the electrochemically reactive CL
microstructure where liquid water is generated and subsequently transported by the action
of capillarity. The details of the simulation setup are already provided in the section 4.6.
Once steady state is achieved, 3-D liquid water distribution can be obtained within the
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CL. Figure 4-22 shows the 3-D liquid water distribution for representative saturation
levels in the CCM and CDM CL microstructures From the liquid water distribution
within the CL structure, the information about the catalytic site coverage effect can be
extracted directly. The DNS model can subsequently be deployed on the liquid water
blocked CL structure pertaining to a saturation level for the evaluation of the hindered
oxygen transport.

4.7.2 Estimation of the Catalytic Site Coverage Effect
With the liquid water distribution available from the two-phase LB simulation
corresponding to a saturation level, the reduction in electrochemically active interfacial
area (ECA) owing to liquid water coverage can be estimated from the 2-D saturation
maps and subsequently a correlation between the effective ECA and the liquid water
saturation can be established as the following:
ECA eff = ECA(1 − S r ) c

4.28

where Sr is the liquid water saturation and c the site coverage factor.
The 2-D liquid water saturation maps corresponding to the 20% saturation level
on several cross-sections along the thickness of the CCM and CDM catalyst layers are
shown in Figure 4-24. From the 2-D saturation maps, the effective ECA can be evaluated
and correlated according to Eq.4.28. Based on several liquid water saturation levels, the
catalytic surface coverage factors for the CCM and CDM microstructures are estimated
and furnished in Table 4-1, which can be used as valuable inputs to macroscopic two-
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phase fuel cell models. Figure 4-25 shows the variation of the effective ECA with the
liquid water saturation from the correlation given in Eq. 4.28 along with the typical
correlations otherwise used arbitrarily in the macroscopic fuel cell modeling literature.

4.7.3 Estimation of the Pore Blockage Effect
In order to evaluate the effect of pore volume blockage in the presence of liquid
water causing hindered oxygen transport to the active reaction sites, the direct numerical
simulation (DNS) model, detailed in Chapter 3, is deployed for the pore-scale description
of species and charge transport through the reconstructed CCM and CDM CL
microstructures.
From the point-wise liquid water signature obtained from the two-phase LB
simulation, the pores occupied by liquid water are identified corresponding to a particular
saturation level and these pores are rendered as “dead” pores. The idea is to generate a
modified CL structure where the blocked pores do not take part in the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) as well as produce extra resistance by reducing the effective porosity of
the structure. With this virtual morphology of the liquid water blocked CL, the point-wise
accurate species and charge conservation equations are solved within the DNS modeling
framework. It should be noted that unlike in the GDL, the reactive transport in the CL
requires the solution of the electrochemistry coupled oxygen transport for the true oxygen
concentration field to evolve. The volume blockage effect is finally evaluated from the
oxygen concentration field and can subsequently be correlated in terms of the effective
oxygen diffusion coefficient based on the oxygen flux as the following:
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DOeff2 = DO2 , 0 (ε CL ) m (1 − S r ) b

4.29

where, ε CL is the CL porosity, Sr is the liquid water saturation, m is the Bruggeman factor
for the oxygen transport through the unblocked CL microstructure and b is the volume
blockage factor representing the extra resistance to oxygen transport in the presence of
liquid water in the CL. With ε CL = 0.6 and the Bruggeman factor, m = 3.5, as estimated
in Chapter 3, the volume blockage factors for the CCM and CDM catalyst layers are
evaluated and are furnished in Table 4-2. It should be noted that for the CDM CL
microstructure the same value of the Bruggeman factor of m = 3.5 is assumed in the
present study. These estimates could prove to be valuable inputs for more accurate
representation of the pore blockage effect in the macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models.
Figure 4-26 shows the variation of the effective oxygen diffusivity with liquid water
saturation from the correlation in Eq. 4.29 along with the typical correlation with the
blockage factor of 1.5 otherwise used arbitrarily in the macroscopic fuel cell modeling
literature.

4.7.4 Voltage Loss Prediction in the Presence of Liquid Water
The detrimental consequence of liquid water on the CL voltage loss primarily
comes from the impeded oxygen transport and reduced electrochemically active area as
explained above which can be described by the electrochemical kinetics through the Tafel
equation.
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j = i0 a eff

cO2
c

ref
O2

⎛ α F ⎞
exp⎜ − c η ⎟
⎝ RT ⎠

4.30

where a eff represents the effective ECA due to the catalytic site coverage effect. The pore
blockage effect comes into play through the oxygen concentration, c O2 distribution given
by the following equation:

(

)

∇ ⋅ D Oeff2 ∇c O2 =

j
4F

4.31

With the correlations for the effective ECA and oxygen diffusivity evaluated and
the intrinsic active area available from the reconstructed CL microstructure, the
electrokinetics coupled species and charge transport equations can be solved with
different liquid water saturation levels within the 1D macrohomogeneous modeling
environment, as detailed in Chapter 3, and the cathode overpotential, η can be estimated.
Figure 4-27 exhibits the polarization curves in terms of the cathode overpotential
variation with current density for the CCM CL obtained from the 3-D DNS model
prediction reported in Chapter 3, the experimental observation and the liquid water
transport corrected 1D macrohomogeneous model. It can be observed that the estimated
catalytic site coverage and pore blockage parameters for the CCM CL from the combined
two-phase LB model and the DNS modeling framework can indeed capture the transport
limiting regime and agrees very well with the experimental data. Figure 4-28 shows the
similar polarization curves for the CDM CL. Although the transport control regime is
adequately captured in the CDM CL overpotential behavior, the apparent discrepancies
could be attributed to the lower value of the ECA, namely 30, in the reconstructed CDM
CL microstructure as compared to the experimentally observed value from the CV data
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(e.g. 39) and also to the assumed Bruggeman factor of m = 3.5 similar to the CCM CL in
the volume blockage relation. However, the principal highlight of this pore-scale
investigation is that the systematic estimation of the effective transport parameters for the
porous CL can indeed quantitatively predict the fuel cell performance from the
macroscopic fuel cell models.

4.8 Conclusions

In order to study the pore-level liquid water transport through the complex CL
structure, a two-phase lattice Boltzmann (LB) model has been developed based on the
well-known Shan-Chen model for a D3Q19 lattice structure with 3-D microstructures
generated using the stochastic reconstruction technique. The primary objective of this
investigation was to systematically evaluate the two-phase constitutive closure relations
via appropriate numerical experiments. In this regard, two separate steady state numerical
experiments were devised in order to evaluate the capillary pressure – saturation relation
as a direct manifestation of the underlying pore morphology and the relative permeability
as a function of the liquid water saturation based on the underlying two-phase dynamics
for both the CCM and CDM CLs. The 3-D signature of the liquid water distribution for
different saturation levels obtained from the two-phase LB simulations were further
deployed within the direct numerical simulation (DNS) modeling framework in order to
estimate the pore blockage effect owing to liquid water causing hindered oxygen
transport to the active sites. The catalytic site coverage effect due to liquid water leading
to reduced electrochemically active area was estimated from the 2-D liquid water
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distribution maps obtained from the two-phase LB simulations. Finally, the detrimental
effect of liquid water on the CL voltage loss was quantified using the pore blockage and
the site coverage relations. The performance curves predicted from the CL voltage loss
estimation showed very good agreement with the experimental results and thus captured
the effect of liquid water on the electrochemical performance degradation in the transport
control regime which could not be addressed otherwise in the single-phase fuel cell
models. This further underpins the predictive capability of the pore-scale modeling
framework developed in the current study. Although computationally expensive, the LB
model has proved to be an efficient numerical technique capable of capturing pore-scale
two-phase dynamics which is otherwise not possible with the traditional CFD
approaches. In the wake of the scarcity of two-phase correlations for the CL in PEFCs,
which are extremely difficult and probably impossible in near term to measure
experimentally, the macroscopic two-phase transport parameters in terms of capillary
pressure and relative permeability correlations as functions of saturation obtained from
the LB calculations could be adapted into two-phase computational fuel cell dynamics
(CFCD) model. Furthermore the pore blockage and catalytic site coverage effects cannot
the discerned separately by experimental techniques for the CL. These relations could be
incorporated into the macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models for reliable performance
predictions. Finally, this mesoscopic modeling paradigm underscores its capability to
transition the current macroscopic CFD models beyond empiricism through systematic
estimation of the otherwise empirically constructed transport parameters.
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Table 4-1: Catalytic site coverage factor

Catalytic Site Coverage Factor
Surface coverage factor ( c)

CCM CL

CDM CL

1.05

1.2

CCM CL

CDM CL

1.97

2.12

Table 4-2: Pore blockage factor

Pore Blockage Factor
Volume blockage factor (b)
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Figure 4-1: Top-down and Bottom-up approach in numerical simulations (after WolfGladrow [76].
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Figure 4-2: Concept of scale-bridging in the lattice Boltzmann model [87].
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Figure 4-3: D3Q19 lattice structure schematic (after Iglberger [109] and Thürey [110]).
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Figure 4-4: (a) Steady state bubble; (b) NWP density contour at x = 25, exhibiting phase
separation.
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Figure 4-5: Bubble test confirming Laplace’s law.
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Figure 4-6: Schematic illustration of droplet contact angle determination parameters.
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Figure 4-7: Varying wettability with different fluid/solid interaction parameters: (a) g2w =
-0.02, θ = 78.05º ; (b) g2w = 0.05, θ = 117.7º.
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Figure 4-8: Contact angle, θ, as a function of fluid/solid interaction parameter, g2w.
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Figure 4-9: Schematic diagram of the computational domain for the droplet motion
simulation.
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Figure 4-10: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophilic (HI) droplet with
body force strength of 1.0e-4 (in lattice units).
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Figure 4-11: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophilic (HI) droplet with
body force strength of 5.0e-5 (in lattice units).
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Figure 4-12: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophilic (HI) droplet with
body force strength of 1.0e-5 (in lattice units).
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Figure 4-13: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophobic (HO) droplet with
body force strength of 1.0e-4 (in lattice units).
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Figure 4-14: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophobic (HO) droplet with
body force strength of 5.0e-5 (in lattice units).
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Figure 4-15: Droplet motion corresponding to an initial hydrophobic (HO) droplet with
body force strength of 1.0e-5 (in lattice units).
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FC application
Figure 4-16: Phase diagram showing the three regimes where capillary or viscous force is
dominant (after Lenormand et al. [123]). The red dot indicates the typical fuel cell
operation regime.
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Figure 4-17: Schematic representation of the three displacement patterns: (a) capillary
fingering, (b) viscous fingering, (c) stable displacement (after Ewing and Berkowitz
[124]).
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Figure 4-18: Schematic diagram of the capillary pressure experiment domain.
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Figure 4-19: Advancing liquid water saturation front with increasing capillary pressure
through the CCM CL.
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Figure 4-20: Advancing liquid water saturation front with increasing capillary pressure
through the CDM CL.
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Figure 4-21: Capillary pressure vs. liquid water (NWP) saturation for the CCM and CDM
CLs.
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Figure 4-22: 3-D liquid water distributions in the CCM and CDM CLs.
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Figure 4-23: Relative permeability vs. liquid water (NWP) saturation relations for the
CCM and CDM CLs.
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Figure 4-24: 2-D liquid water saturation maps.
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Figure 4-25: Catalytic site coverage relation as function of liquid water saturation.
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Figure 4-26: Pore blockage relation as function of liquid water saturation.
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Figure 4-27: Polarization curves for the CCM CL.
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Figure 4-28: Polarization curves for the CDM CL.
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Chapter 5
MACROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF CATALYST LAYER FLOODING

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, a pore-scale modeling framework, comprising of a
microstructure reconstruction method, an electrochemistry coupled direct numerical
simulation (DNS) model for charge and species transport and a mesoscopic lattice
Boltzmann (LB) model for liquid-gas transport, is developed to investigate the
electrochemical and transport phenomena in the cathode catalyst layer (CL) of a polymer
electrolyte fuel cell. In addition to gaining insight into the underlying transport as well as
structure-performance relation, a key outcome of the pore-scale modeling is the transport
parameters for the catalyst layer which could be employed as closure relations in
macroscopic fuel cell models. In this chapter, a macroscopic model is developed to study
the direct impact of CL flooding on fuel cell performance, and to unravel profound interlinks of CL flooding with adjacent component properties and operating cell temperature.
It is widely recognized that the fuel cell performance degradation and the limiting
current behavior are mainly attributed to the excessive build up of liquid water in the
cathode side. While the effects of flooding due to liquid water in the gas diffusion layer
(GDL) and the flow field have been sufficiently studied [7], the role of CL flooding on
the overall PEFC performance has hardly been explored. Furthermore, the primary
mechanisms of liquid water removal out of the CL and the factors affecting CL flooding
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are yet to be clarified. Specifically, the capability of the CL as the only component in the
entire fuel cell assembly in generating heat and the impact of the thermal effects on liquid
water accumulation has not been studied. In this chapter, a CL flooding model is
developed based on a simplified structure-wettability representation of the PEFC cathode
CL and a physical description of water and heat balance. Specifically, the CL flooding
model comprises of three components: (1) a structure-wettability model in order to
provide a description of the CL structural and wetting characteristics; (2) a transport
model for the liquid water behavior in the CL; and (3) an electrochemical analysis to

evaluate the impact of flooding on voltage loss.

5.2 Structure-Wettability Model
The pore-scale modeling study has adequately demonstrated the influence of the
CL structure on the underlying transport and performance. This section is devoted to the
development of a simplified description of the CL structural and wetting characteristics
and its integration into the underlying liquid water transport within the overall framework
of the CL flooding model.

5.2.1 Structure-Wettability Representation
A generic structure-wettability representation of the CL can be best described by
alluding to the scenario of the liquid water and gas transport through a mixed wettability
porous structure in terms of a virtual three-phase approach. The three phases comprise of
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water vapor, hydrophilic liquid water (HI) and hydrophobic liquid water (HO). The
rationale behind the virtual three-phase description of the transport in the CL can be
elucidated by drawing analogy to the oil-water-gas transport [36] often encountered in the
reservoir engineering, and is illustrated schematically in Figure 5-1. The figure
demonstrates the pore occupancy behavior of the individual phases depending on the
relative wettability in a typical porous medium represented by a unimodal pore size
distribution (PSD). In the oil-wet system, gas is non-wetting to oil and wetting to water.
Similarly, in a mixed-wettability CL structure characterized by the hydrophilic pore
fraction, the liquid water is the wetting phase and air is the non-wetting phase in the
hydrophilic pores and vice-versa in the hydrophobic pores. It should be noted that the
wetting phase tends to occupy the pores with smaller radii and the non-wetting phase
invade into those with larger radii, which can be explained via the concept of capillary
radius and will be elaborated later. The liquid water-filled hydrophilic pores (i.e. the HI
phase) facilitate a sustained liquid water flux and further aid in the water transport
through the hydrophobic pores i.e. the HO-phase. This concept map is the basis for the
generic structure-wettability description of the CL. The structural influence comes into
play via the pore size distribution (PSD) and the wettability dependence manifests
through the virtual HI-HO delineation of the liquid water phase in terms of the
hydrophilic pore fraction.
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5.2.2 CL Structural Description
The state-of-the-art catalyst layer is a three-phase composite with: (1) Pt catalyst
supported carbon i.e. the electronic phase for electron transport, (2) ionomer for proton
conduction and (3) void phase for species and water transport. Experimental data [133-

136] suggest that the porous network for the void phase could be best described by a
bimodal pore size distribution (PSD) with micro-pores of radii around 3-10 nm and
meso-pores of radii around 10-50 nm. The micro-pores reside inside the C/Pt
aggregations and the meso-pores form the void space between such aggregations [67, 68].
For the present study, the pore size distribution is characterized by a bimodal,
lognormal distribution normalized w.r.t. the porosity ( ε CL ) of the CL and can be
expressed as [137]:
2
⎧
⎡ ⎛ ln(r / r ) ⎞ 2 ⎤ ⎫⎪
1 ⎪ ⎡⎢ ⎛⎜ ln(r / rµ ) ⎞⎟ ⎤⎥
M
⎟⎟ ⎥ ⎬
+ χ M exp ⎢− ⎜⎜
PSD(r ) =
⎨exp − ⎜
⎟
π {ln s µ + χ M ln s M } r ⎪ ⎢ ⎝ ln s µ ⎠ ⎥
⎢⎣ ⎝ ln s M ⎠ ⎥⎦ ⎪
⎦
⎩ ⎣
⎭

1 − ε PtC − ε Nafion

5.1

The pore volume fraction ( ε CL ) of the CL is related to the electronic phase ( ε PtC ) and the
ionomeric phase ( ε Nafion ) volume fractions as:

ε CL = 1 − ε PtC − ε Nafion

5.2

The parameter, χ M , in Eq. (5.1), controls the relative contributions of the meso-pores and
the micro-pores and can be expressed as the ratio of the meso- ( ε M ) and micro-pore ( ε µ )
volume fractions.

χM =

ε M ε M ε CL f M
=
=
ε µ ε µ ε CL
fµ

5.3
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The ratio of the micro-pore volume fraction to the total pore volume fraction is defined as
the micro-pore fraction ( f µ ) and similarly f M represents the meso-pore fraction. The
other pertinent PSD parameters in Eq. (5.1) are: (a) the most probable values of the
micro-pore ( rµ ) and meso-pore ( rM ) radius (r), typically correspond to the respective
peaks of the distribution; and (b) the spreads of the distribution for micro-pore ( s µ ) and
meso-pore ( s M ).The porosity of the CL can be expressed in terms of the PSD as:
∞

ε CL = ∫ PSD(r )dr

5.4

0

With the CL porosity of 50%, rµ of 3 nm, rM of 30 nm, s µ and s M each 2.0, several
PSD realizations can be constructed with varying micro-pore fractions ( f µ ) and are
shown in Figure 5-2.

5.2.3 CL Wettability Description
The CL being a composite structure made up of carbon, Pt and ionomer, the
wetting characteristics of the pore wall could be either locally hydrophilic (HI) or
hydrophobic (HO). Table 5-1 shows a list of the possible contact angle values for the
different constituent components [138]. It can be observed that the contact angle of
ionomer decreases with increase in water content from a hydrophobic contact angle for
the dry membrane to a slightly hydrophilic one with liquid water equilibration. For a
hydrophilic pore, the contact angle ( θ HI ) between the pore-wall and the air-water
interface is 0 0 ≤ θ HI < 90 0 ; and for a hydrophobic pore, the contact angle ( θ HO ) is in the
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range 90 0 < θ HO ≤ 180 0 . It is assumed that the CL porous structure virtually separates
into hydrophilic and hydrophobic pore networks. However, both the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic pore networks follow the same aforementioned bimodal PSD with microand meso-pores representation. The effect of transport through the mixed-wettability CL
is realized through the virtual phasic distinction of the liquid water phase into hydrophilic
liquid water and hydrophobic liquid water phases, which occupy the HI and HO pore
networks respectively. The parameter responsible for the wettability description of the
CL structure is the hydrophilic pore fraction, f HI representing the ratio of the hydrophilic
pore volume fraction to the total pore volume fraction. When f HI is 100%, the current
wettability representation leads to a fully hydrophilic structure and with f HI close to
zero, the structure is completely hydrophobic. This further underscores the generic
representation of the present structure-wettability model.

5.2.4 Two-Phase Transport Parameters
With the underlying structure-wettability description of the CL, the two-phase
transport parameters, namely capillary pressure and relative permeability can be
evaluated as function of the liquid water saturation.
Capillary Pressure:

In the present three-phase approach, the HI/HO phasic distribution of liquid water
within the void phase is governed by the capillary radius, which depends upon the
capillary pressure. With the assumption of uniform temperature in the fuel cell operation,
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the capillary pressure becomes the single-most relevant independent variable in the
model, which is defined as:
pc = pl − p g

5.5

pl and p g are the liquid and gas pressures respectively. Since the gas pressure can be

assumed constant in the PEFC, the capillary pressure becomes a direct function of the
liquid pressure. When the capillary pressure is negative, the HI liquid water phase will
invade into the hydrophilic pores. A positive value of capillary pressure will initiate
invasion of the hydrophobic liquid water phase into the hydrophobic pore network which
further implies that the fraction of the void phase characterized by hydrophilic wettability
is already entirely occupied by the liquid water phase. The capillary radius for the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic liquid water phases, respectively, can be evaluated from the
capillary pressure and the pore wall wettability through the Young-Laplace equation:
2σ cos(θ HI ) ⎫
⎪
pc
⎪
⎬
2σ cos(θ HO ) ⎪
=−
⎪⎭
pc

rc , HI = −
rc , HO

5.6

σ is the surface tension of water, θ HI the contact angle of the hydrophilic pore walls and

θ HO is the contact angle of the hydrophobic pore walls. From the above definition, the
hydrophilic capillary radius refers to the largest liquid-filled pore radius below which all
the pores are occupied by liquid water and the hydrophobic capillary radius is the
smallest pore radius above which all the pores are filled with liquid water for the
corresponding capillary pressure. It should be noted that the capillary radius determines
whether a pore with radius, r, is either filled or empty.
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Saturation:

The respective saturation of the HI and HO liquid water phases can be evaluated
by integrating the PSD w.r.t. the corresponding capillary radius as the integration limits.
The phase saturation is a measure of the amount of the void space that is filled with the
corresponding liquid water phase.
⎫
PSD(r )dr ⎪
ε CL
⎪
⎬
1 ∞
⎪
=
PSD
(
r
)
dr
⎪⎭
ε CL ∫rc , HO

S HI =
S HO

1

∫

rc , HI

0

5.7

Thus, the liquid water saturation in the CL, which describes the level of flooding, can be
evaluated as:
S r = S HI + S HO

5.8

It is worth noting that a value of the HO phase saturation greater than zero implies that
the HI pore network is completely filled with liquid water and the fraction of the
hydrophilic pores, f HI , is equal to the HI liquid water phase saturation, i.e.:
S HI = f HI
S r = f HI

⎫
⎬
+ S HO ⎭

5.9

Relative Permeability:

The liquid water transport through the porous CL is described by the Darcy’s law:
vl = −

Kl

µl

∇pl = −

kabs krl

µl

∇pl

5.10
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vl is the superficial mass-average velocity and µ l is the liquid water viscosity. k abs is the

absolute permeability of the porous medium and is only a function of the CL structure,
which can be either taken from experimental data or used as a fitting parameter. The
relative permeability, k rl , is the transport parameter dependent upon the phase saturation
and physically represents the decrease in the effective flow area due to the presence of
the gas phase. For the current three-phase model, it can be expressed as:
k rl ( S r ) = [k r , HI ( S r ) ⋅ Θ( f HI − S r ) + (k r , HI ( f HI ) + k r , HO ( S r ) ) ⋅ Θ(S r − f HI )]

5.11

where Θ( x) is the Heaviside step function. The hydrophilic liquid water phase saturation
aids in the transport of the hydrophobic liquid water phase by maintaining a sufficient
liquid water flux which forms the basis of the current three-phase description of transport
through the CL porous structure.
The phasic relative permeability can be evaluated using the PSD with a suitable
weighting function which takes into account the phase connectivity as well as structural
tortuosity and constrictivity factors based on a simple statistical description of the porous
media in terms of a cut-and-randomly-rejoined capillary-tube bundle after the original
works by Childs and Collis-George [139] and Wylie and Gardner [140].
⎫
Λ ∫ r 2 PSD(r )dr ⎪
⎪
k r , HI = ∞ 0
⎪
2
⎪
r
PSD
(
r
)
dr
∫0
⎪
⎬
∞
2
Λ ∫ r PSD(r )dr ⎪
⎪
r
⎪
k r , HO = ∞c , HO
⎪
2
r
PSD
(
r
)
dr
⎪
∫0
⎭
rc , HI

5.12
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where Λ is the weighting function and can be expressed in terms of the porosity, poreconnectivity factor and the effective saturation as:
Λ=

3
δε CL
S e2
τ

5.13

δ and τ are the constrictivity and tortuosity factors respectively which are used as the
fitting parameters in this model. Physically, the constriction factor represents the crosssectional area change normal to the transport path, while tortuosity is defined as the ratio
of the actual distance traveled by the transported material between two points to the
shortest distance between those two points [48-50]. The effective saturation, S e , is
expressed as:
Se =

S r − S 0l
1 − S 0l

5.14

where S 0l is the residual liquid saturation and is considered 5% in the current study.

Transport Parameter Relations:

Based on the aforementioned relations, the two-phase closure relations can be
constructed depending on several variants of the structural parameter, namely the micropore fraction ( f µ ) and the wettability parameter, i.e. the hydrophilic pore fraction, f HI .
Figure 5-3 shows the capillary pressure vs. saturation relations for different
combinations of f µ and f HI with θ HI =880 and θ HO =1000. It can be observed that a
larger hydrophilic pore fraction requires a smaller increase in the capillary pressure for
enhanced saturation level. This is due to the fact that with the increase in the f HI , the
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fraction of the meso-pores available for the HO phase transport reduces. Furthermore,
with increasing f HI only the meso-pores with the larger radii remain accessible for the
HO phase, which require smaller capillary pressure rise for the augmentation of the
saturation level. Furthermore, it can be seen that in the PSD2, when the hydrophilic pore
fraction ( f HI =0.3) is lower than the micro-pore fraction ( f µ =0.5), a sufficient increase in
the saturation requires a much larger capillary pressure. This is strictly due to the higher
entry pressure offered by the micro-pores with the smaller radii to the HO phase.
Interestingly, for a comparable f HI (e.g. 0.3) and f µ (~0.33), as in the PSD1 and PSD2,
the larger pores indeed offer less resistance to the invading HO phase. The figure also
shows the capillary pressure – saturation relations for the two limiting scenarios, namely
purely hydrophilic CL (i.e. f HI =100%) and purely hydrophobic CL (i.e. f HI =0%) for
different f µ . It can be observed that while increasing f µ causes increased saturation level
for a particular capillary pressure in the case of a purely HI CL, the trend is the opposite
for the purely HO CL. Finally, it could be conjectured that f HI and f µ play a significant
role in the capillary pressure and saturation response.
Figure 5-4 shows the relative permeability vs. saturation relations for different
combinations of f µ and f HI . It can be observed that the relative permeability for the
PSD1 increases with an increase in f HI . This is due to the fact that a higher f HI not only
maintains a significant underlying liquid water flux but also aids in the better
accessibility of the HO phase. With the increasing f HI , the liquid water transports into the
increasingly larger meso-pores. When f HI is significantly high, the liquid water
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transports through a well-connected porous pathways and thereby virtually reduces the
tortuosity to the HO phase transport. This results in an enhanced liquid water transport in
terms of a higher relative permeability. This effect is better visualized in the plot with the
relative permeability in the log-scale. It can also be observed that the relative
permeability – saturation relations for different f HI differ significantly from the relative
permeability correlations with cubic or fourth power in saturation. Similar relative
permeability relations can also be constructed for the other PSD representations.
Furthermore, it should be noted that increasing f µ poses greater resistance to the liquid
water transport due to the high tortuosity of the micro-pore pathways and is shown for a
purely hydrophilic CL structure.

5.3 Transport Model
The transport model is based on the physical description of the water and heat
balance in the PEFC cathode CL in order to elucidate the flooding behavior and its
influence on the voltage loss.

5.3.1 Model Assumptions:
The specific assumptions made in this model are: (1) steady state fuel cell
operation; (2) incompressible and ideal gas mixture; (3) homogeneous and isotropic CL
and GDL; (4) instantaneous and homogeneous evaporation of liquid water in the CL
based on the saturation vapor pressure corresponding to local temperature; (5) CL with
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hydrophilic (HI) wetting properties, and (6) zero liquid water flux at the interface
between the hydrophilic (HI) CL and the hydrophobic (HO) diffusion medium i.e. only
water vapor transport through the GDL is allowed.

5.3.2 Governing Equations
Liquid Water Transport:

The liquid water balance in the cathode CL involves water production due to the
oxygen reduction reaction i.e. ORR and the net evaporation of the liquid water along with
appropriate liquid water flux distributions through the adjoining components i.e. the
membrane and the diffusion medium. The liquid water transport through the porous CL
can be described by Darcy’s law:
−

dp ⎤
d ⎡ l
l
K ( S r ) l ⎥ = S ORR
− S evap ( S r )
⎢
dx ⎦
Vm µ dx ⎣
1

l

5.15

In the above equation, Vm is the molar volume of water and µl the liquid water viscosity.
l
On the right hand side, S ORR
is the volumetric liquid water generation rate due to the

ORR. Assuming that the reaction current is uniform throughout the CL of thickness δ CL ,
the volumetric liquid water generation rate corresponding to the fuel cell operating
current density of I can be expressed as:
l
S ORR
=

where F is the Faraday’s constant.

I
2 Fδ CL

5.16
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S evap is the net volumetric evaporation rate, which is a function of the liquid water
saturation in the CL and also depends on the heat balance as will be explained later.
Kl is the effective permeability of the medium and is defined as:
K l = k abs k rl

5.17

k abs is the absolute permeability of the porous medium and is only a function of the CL
structure. k rl is the liquid water relative permeability which depends on the liquid water
saturation and has been explained earlier. Due to the interfacial tension the liquid phase
pressure, pl and the gas phase pressure, p g are balanced by the capillary pressure p c .
p c = pl − p g = pl − ( p v + pO2 + p N 2 )

5.18

The total gas phase pressure, p g has contributions from the partial pressures of water
vapor, p v , oxygen, pO2 and the inert species, i.e. nitrogen, p N 2 typical of the PEFC
cathode CL operation. Because the gas phase pressure can be assumed constant in the
PEFC operation [138], the capillary pressure becomes a direct function of the liquid
pressure. In the present model, a typical capillary pressure – saturation relation based on a
purely hydrophilic CL structure with underlying bimodal PSD is used and has been
explained in detail earlier. A typical relative permeability correlation of fourth power
dependence on the effective liquid water saturation and with a residual saturation of 5%
is assumed in the current study.
Water Vapor Transport:

Due to the hydrophilic CL, considered in the present study, the liquid water
cannot overcome the high capillary pressure barrier in the sufficiently hydrophobic GDL
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and hence the liquid water flux at the CL-GDL interface is assumed zero. Therefore only
water vapor is allowed to transport through the GDL. Furthermore the saturation vapor
concentration in the GDL varies corresponding to the local temperature distribution along
the GDL thickness. Thus, the water vapor flux through the GDL, J vGDL can be expressed
as:
J vGDL = DvGDL
,eff

dC sat
dC sat dT
= DvGDL
, eff
dx
dT dx

5.19

where Csat is the saturation vapor concentration corresponding to the local temperature, T
and is related to the saturation vapor pressure, Psat as:
Csat (T ) =

Psat (T )
RT

5.20

R is the universal gas constant. The saturation vapor pressure can be approximately
expressed as a function of temperature as:
Psat (T ) = 10 2.8206+ 0.02953⋅(T − 273.15) −9.1837⋅10

−5

⋅(T − 273.15 ) 2 +1.4454⋅10 −7 ⋅(T − 273.15 ) 3

Pa

5.21

DvGDL
, eff in the Eq. 5.19 refers to the effective water vapor diffusivity through the GDL and

is given by:
D

GDL
v ,eff

⎛T
= Dv ,0 (T0 , p0 ) ⋅ ⎜⎜
⎝ T0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

3/ 2

⎛ p ⎞ 1.5
⋅ ⎜⎜ 0 ⎟⎟ ⋅ ε GDL
⎝ p ⎠

5.22

Dv ,0 is the binary diffusivity of water vapor corresponding to the reference temperature,
T0=273.15K and reference pressure, p 0 =1 atm. ε GDL is the GDL porosity and a
Bruggeman factor of 1.5 is assumed in order to account for the transport resistance owing
to the tortuous structure.
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Heat Balance:

The waste heat produced in the cathode CL can be subdivided into reversible and
irreversible heat [141]. Considering a H2/air PEFC operated at temperature T, pressure p,
current density I, the reversible heat generation rate per unit electrode surface area, Q& rev
can be expressed as:
∂U 0
⎛
I
Q& rev = (−T∆S )
= ⎜⎜ − T
2F ⎝
∂T

⎞
⎟I
⎟
⎠

5.23

where ∆S represents the entropy change of the overall reaction, and Uo is the equilibrium
potential of the H2/O2 reaction. With all the product water in the gas phase Uo represents
the equilibrium potential corresponding to the lower heating value ( U LHV ) of the reaction
while the product water in liquid water phase relates Uo to the higher heating value
( U HHV ). The difference between the HHV and LHV manifests in terms of the heat of
vaporization (hfg) for the evaporation of liquid water to vapor.
In addition, the irreversible heat generation rate, Q& irrev due to the cell operated at a
cell voltage, Vcell below the equilibrium potential, Uo can be expressed by:
⎛ ∆G
⎞
Q& irrev = ⎜ −
− Vcell ⎟ I = (U 0 − Vcell )I
⎝ 2F
⎠

5.24

where ∆G is the free-energy change of the H2/O2 reaction. The irreversible heat is due to
the electrochemical reactions with ORR being the primary contributor and ohmic
resistances.
Combining Eqs. 5.23 and 5.24, and assuming that the product water is in liquid
phase the total heat generation rate can be expressed as:
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h fg
⎛
∂U 0 ⎞
⎟⎟ I − Vcell I
−T
Q& tot = Q& rev + Q& irrev = ⎜⎜U 0 +
∂
F
T
2
⎝
⎠

5.25

The equilibrium overpotential, U 0 related to the LHV with the product water in vapor
phase is given by:
U 0 = 1.23 − 9.0 × 10 −4 (T − 298.15)

5.26

A simple estimate of the evaporative capability of the CL based on the total heat
generation rate reveals that the evaporation rate can ideally supersede the rate of liquid
water production from the ORR. With 600C cell temperature and the cell voltage of 0.6V,
l
the volumetric liquid water generation rate due to ORR, S ORR
can be estimated as

3.7 × 10 3 mol/m3s, while the ideal volumetric evaporation rate based on Q& tot h fg comes
to around 2 × 10 4 mol/m3s. This simple calculation shows that ideally the heat generation
rate in the CL could evaporate the entire liquid water generated therein due to ORR.
However, due to the high thermal conductivity of the gas diffusion layer, only a fraction
of the total heat generated in the CL can be utilized to evaporate the liquid water and the
rest is conducted away through the GDL. The net volumetric evaporation rate in the CL
can, therefore, be expressed in terms of the total heat generation rate as:
S evap ( S r ) =

β ( S r ) × Q& tot
h fg

=

β ′ × (1 − S r ) × Q& tot
h fg

5.27

β refers to the heat partition factor and corresponds to the fraction of the total heat
generation rate actually available for the evaporation of the liquid water in the CL. It will
be shown shortly that β depends on the GDL thermal conductivity and the saturation
vapor concentration. In the aforementioned evaporation sink term in Eq. 5.27, the heat
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partition factor is also assumed to be a function of the liquid water saturation in the CL.
Physically this scenario relates to the reduction of the available liquid-vapor interfacial
area available for evaporation with increasing liquid water saturation level. The
implication of the prefactor β ′ will be described later.

5.3.3 Heat Partition Factor
Consideration of the balance between the heat generated in the CL and that
conducted away through the GDL and thereby relating the heat flux actually utilized by
the CL in evaporating the liquid water into vapor and the saturated vapor flux transport
through the GDL leads to the following expression.
dC sat dT
dT
= h fg DvGDL
,eff
dx
dT dx
(U HHV − Vcell ) I
dT
⇒
=
dC sat
dx
*
+ h fg DvGDL
k GDL
, eff
dT
*
(U HHV − Vcell ) I − k GDL

5.28

*
In the above expression, k GDL
is the effective thermal conductivity of the gas diffusion

layer. Now, the heat partition factor can be uniquely defined in terms of the GDL thermal
conductivity and the saturation vapor concentration depending on the fuel cell operating
temperature as the following:
(U HHV − Vcell ) I
dC sat
*
+ h fg DvGDL
k GDL
,eff
dT
dC sat
h fg DvGDL
,eff
dT
⇒ β avg ( s avg , T ) =
dC sat
*
+ h fg DvGDL
k GDL
, eff
dT
*
(1 − β avg )(U HHV − Vcell ) I = k GDL

5.29
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It should be noted that in the aforementioned analysis an average heat partition factor
based on the average liquid water saturation in the CL is used since (1 − β avg ) determines
the fraction of the heat generated in the CL which is conducted away through the GDL.
From the above expression, it can be observed that the GDL thermal conductivity and the
fuel cell operating temperature through its strong influence on the saturated vapor
pressure will have significant influence on the average heat partition factor which further
dictates the net liquid water evaporation and hence the liquid water saturation distribution
inside the CL. The variation of the average heat partition factor with temperature is
shown in the Figure 5-5 for two different GDL thermal conductivity values. From the
figure it can be observed that higher cell operating temperature and low GDL thermal
conductivity promote evaporation and hence will lower the liquid water saturation level
in the CL.
Now, integrating the liquid water transport equation, Eq. 5.15, with zero liquid
flux at the CL-GDL interface and a finite liquid water flux at the membrane-CL interface,
defined in terms of the net water transport co-efficient, α and satisfying the liquid water
conversation, an expression of the average heat partition factor, β avg can be devised.
Jl

GDL

0−

αI
F

− Jl
=

PEM

=

[

I
(U HHV − U LHV ) − β avg (U HHV − Vcell )
h fg

[

I
(U HHV − U LHV ) − β avg (U HHV − Vcell )
h fg

[

F
(U HHV − U LHV ) − β avg (U HHV − Vcell )
α =−
h fg

αh fg
⎡ (U HHV − U LHV )
⎤
+
⎥
⎣ (U HHV − Vcell ) F (U HHV − Vcell ) ⎦

β avg = ⎢

]

]

]
5.30
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J l represents the liquid water flux. The above expression, therefore, relates the average
heat partition factor to the net water transport co-efficient, α. It should be noted that α
represents the net water transport through the membrane from the anode to the cathode
side. It can be observed from the above expression that with zero liquid flux at the CLGDL interface the conservation of liquid water ensures that α is negative and there is
some liquid water flux from the cathode CL to the anode side through the membrane. A
value of α=0 sets the theoretical upper limit of β avg with the constraint that at best the
entire liquid water produced from the ORR can be evaporated leading to a dry CL. The
prefactor β ′ is used as a free parameter in the model which satisfies the β avg value
corresponding to the cell operating temperature and the GDL thermal conductivity.
Figure 5-6 shows the variation of β avg with different values of α at cell operating
temperature of 600C and operating cell voltage of 0.6V. The rectangular area therein
represents the physically realistic operating regime with zero liquid water flux at the CLGDL interface considered in the present study. Beyond the limiting β avg value, in order
for the CL to remain conducive to proton transport some liquid water should get
transported from the anode side through the membrane leading to a positive value of α.
However the physical scenario considered in the current study does not include such a
situation.
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5.3.4 Voltage Loss in the Presence of Liquid Water
The detrimental effect of liquid water on the CL electrochemical performance
manifests through hindered oxygen transport and reduced electrochemically active area
(ECA).
Liquid water blocks the porous network causing impeded oxygen diffusion to the
active sites. The blockage of oxygen diffusion can be described by the effective oxygen
diffusivity, D Oeff2 , with a decreasing effective pore volume fraction available for transport.
D Oeff2 = DO2 (T , P)[ε CL (1 − S r )]

m

5.31

where D O2 is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in air corresponding to the operating
temperature, T and operating pressure, P and ε CL the CL porosity.
The catalytic surface coverage effect due to liquid water can be expressed via a
decreasing ECA.
a eff = a (1 − S r ) n

5.32

where a is the intrinsic ECA available for electrochemical reaction. The values of the
exponents, m and n, in the effective oxygen diffusivity and ECA expressions above,
respectively, depend on the underlying CL morphology and liquid water transport.
The electrochemical kinetics can be described by the Tafel equation.
j = i0 a (1 − S r )

n

cOCL2
c

ref
O2

⎛ α F ⎞
exp⎜ − c η c ⎟
⎝ RT
⎠

5.33
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Based on the experimental data by Parthasarathy et al. [142], the temperature dependence
of the ORR kinetic parameter can be expressed as:
⎡
1 ⎞⎤
⎛1
i0 (T ) = i0 (353.15K ) exp ⎢− 11,000⎜ −
⎟⎥
⎝ T 353.15 ⎠⎦
⎣

5.34

The consumption rate of oxygen in the CL varies proportional to the current
density. Assuming that the reaction current is uniform throughout the CL, the oxygen
concentration distribution along the CL thickness can be described by a quadratic
distribution as:
CL
⎞
∂ ⎛⎜
m ∂cO2
⎟= j = I
D O2 [ε CL (1 − S r )]
∂x ⎜⎝
∂x ⎟⎠ 4 F 4 Fδ CL

5.35

where x = 0 denotes the membrane-CL interface and x = δCL the CL-GDL interface.
Assuming a zero oxygen flux at the membrane-CL interface and a value of oxygen
concentration at the CL-GDL interface estimated from an assumed linear oxygen
concentration distribution along the GDL thickness, the Eq. 5.35 can be solved
analytically to obtain the local concentration of oxygen in the CL as a function of that in
the flow channel. That is:

cOCL2 ( x) = cOCh2 −

I ⎛⎜ δ GDL
1.5
4 F ⎜⎝ D O2 ε GDL

⎡ ⎛ x ⎞2 ⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥
δ CL ⎢1 − ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ δ CL ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎞ I
⎟−
⎟ 4 F D O [ε (1 − S )]m
2
CL
r
⎠

5.36

where cOCh2 is the oxygen concentration in the flow channel pertaining to the channel inlet
pressure and cell operating temperature which physically corresponds to a large
stoichiometric flow rate.
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Taking the average of the oxygen concentration in the cathode CL and
substituting into Eq. 5.33, the cathode overpotential can be obtained as a function of the
current density and the average liquid water saturation in the cathode CL. That is:

⎛
⎜
⎜
cOref2
RT ⎜
I
ηc = −
ln
⋅
α c F ⎜ a(1 − S r ) n i0δ CL
2δ CL
I ⎛⎜ δ GDL
⎜
cOCh2 −
+
1
.
5
⎜
4 F ⎜⎝ DO2 ε GDL 3DO2 [ε CL (1 − S r )]m
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

5.37

In the above equation, the first term within the logarithmic expression corresponds to the
effect of liquid water in the ECA reduction and the second term represents the hindered
oxygen transport effect.

5.3.5 Results and Discussion
Figure 5-7 shows the liquid water saturation distributions in the CL for different
values of heat partition factors at 600C cell operating temperature and 0.6V cell voltage.
It is evident that increasing value of the heat partition factor promotes higher utilization
of the available heat generated in the CL for enhanced evaporation and leads to the
reduction of the liquid water saturation level in the CL. The lowest liquid water saturation
level of 5% is set in the current model which corresponds to the highest heat partition
factor. From the figure it is observed that the liquid water saturation distribution is quite
uniform along the CL thickness leading to apparently benign saturation gradient. This
indicates that the effect of evaporation is indeed dominant as compared to the capillarity
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effect in the overall liquid water transport and distribution in the hydrophilic and only 10
µm thick CL considered in this study.
Figure 5-8 shows the normalized liquid water flux distributions along the CL
thickness for different net water transport co-efficient values at the membrane-CL
interface which gave rise to the average heat partition factors depicted in Figure 5-7. The
normalized liquid water flux is defined as the following:
⎡ K l ( S r ) dpl ⎤
l
J norm
= ⎢−
⎥
l
⎣ Vm µ dx ⎦

I
2F

5.38

From the Figures 5-7 and 5-8, it is apparent that with enhanced evaporation, the overall
liquid water saturation level in the CL diminishes resulting in lower liquid water flux
from the CL through the membrane at the membrane-CL interface.
Figure 5-9 shows the effect of the fuel cell operating temperature on the liquid
water saturation distributions in the CL for cell voltage of 0.6V and the GDL thermal
conductivity of 1.5 W/mK. Since the saturation vapor pressure is a strong function of the
temperature, with elevated temperature the heat partition factor increases leading to a
higher portion of the heat generated actually available for evaporation in the CL. This
enhanced evaporation results in significantly lower liquid water saturation level at 700C
as compared to that at 250C.
Figure 5-10 depicts the effect of higher GDL thermal conductivity on the liquid
water saturation distributions in the CL for different cell operating temperatures. Higher
GDL thermal conductivity allows a larger fraction of the heat generated in the CL to be
conducted away through the diffusion medium, which leads to lower heat partition
factors and subsequently diminished evaporation capability of the CL. The lower
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evaporation rate manifests in terms of an elevated liquid water saturation level even at
sufficiently high operating temperature, e.g. at 700C as compared to that shown in Figure
5-9. This study further underscores the influence of the adjoining GDL on the heat
balance in the CL and indicates that the GDL material could be tailored to take advantage
of the CL as the potential heat exchanger in promoting the conversion of the liquid water
into vapor.
In the Figure 5-11 the voltage loss in the CL due to the liquid water is shown for
different heat partition factors along with the corresponding average liquid water
saturation levels for the cell operating temperature of 600C and current density of
1A/cm2. As expected, with increasing heat partition factor the average liquid water
saturation level decreases and so does the CL voltage loss.
The role of the CL flooding in the global cell performance can be illustrated via
the CL voltage loss vs. current density plots. Figure 5-12 shows the effect of the cell
operating temperature on CL flooding and the subsequent CL voltage loss with the GDL
thermal conductivity of 1.5 W/mK. As it has been already explained, higher temperature
leads to enhanced evaporation rate and results in lower liquid water saturation level in the
CL. At lower temperature, e.g. 250C, due to the ineffective evaporation, there is a surge
in the overall liquid water saturation to a detrimental level, which manifests in terms of a
severe voltage loss and exhibits the onset of the limiting current behavior at a
significantly low current density. While at higher temperature, e.g. at 600C, due to the
lower liquid water saturation level the voltage loss penalty from the CL flooding alone
does not lead to the catastrophic limiting current behavior in the global cell performance
curve. Therefore, it could be conjectured that in order for the global cell performance
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curve to exhibit a limiting current density of around 1.2 A/cm2 corresponding to typical
fuel cell operating conditions, the transport limitation from the GDL flooding due to the
condensation of water vapor into liquid water will have significant contribution in
addition to the CL flooding. On the contrary, at low temperature operation the CL
flooding alone could prove to be the primary performance limiting mechanism and can
lead to the catastrophic limiting current behavior.
Figure 5-13 exhibits the effect of the GDL thermal conductivity on the CL
flooding and the overpotential response. It is evident from the CL voltage loss vs. current
density curve that a higher GDL thermal conductivity leads to significant CL voltage
loss. The apparent causality behind this behavior is owing to the lower utilization of the
available heat generated in the CL leading to insufficient evaporation rate and the
consequent high liquid water saturation level in the CL. The voltage loss behavior with
the higher GDL thermal conductivity also suggests that the contribution of the CL
flooding alone could be sufficient and might lead to the catastrophic limiting current
behavior in the global fuel cell performance curve.
The impact of the CL structure on the flooding behavior is shown in the Figure 514 which exhibits the liquid water saturation distributions for a purely hydrophilic CL
with varying micro-pore fractions. The calculations were conducted for the cell operating
temperature of 600C and the GDL thermal conductivity of 1.5 W/mK. It can be observed
that increasing mirco-pore fraction leads to increasingly higher liquid water saturation
level which can be explained from the corresponding capillary pressure – saturation
response shown in the Figure 5-3. It is evident that higher micro-pore fraction favors
liquid water spreading and leads to an elevated saturation level. Therefore, it can be
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conjectured that even for equivalent evaporation rate through the heat partition factor, the
liquid water saturation in the CL could vary significantly leading to quite disparate CL
flooding behavior. The impact of the CL flooding response with varying micro-pore
fractions on the CL voltage loss is further demonstrated in the Figure 5-15. It is evident
from the figure that a hydrophilic CL structure with higher micro-pore fraction leads to
higher voltage loss. Furthermore, the specific contribution of the CL flooding on the
global cell performance is quite pronounced with higher micro-pore fraction. Therefore,
it could be inferred that the micro-pore fraction plays a significant role on the flooding
behavior in a purely hydrophilic CL and could be considered as a design parameter for
novel CL design.

5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, a theoretical treatment of the CL flooding is presented. The 1-D
CL flooding model consists of a structure-wettability model and a transport model. The
structure-wettability model provides a generic description of the CL structural and
wetting characteristics and allows the evaluation of the two-phase transport properties
depending on the underlying structure-wettability representation. The transport model is
specifically designed based on the physical description of the water and heat balance in
the CL and investigates the influence of the evaporative capability of the CL on the
flooding behavior. The cell operating temperature and the GDL thermal conductivity play
significant roles in CL flooding. Higher temperature promotes evaporation while higher
GDL thermal conductivity renders insufficient evaporation rate in the CL. The impact of
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the CL flooding on the voltage loss is also estimated. At low temperatures, the voltage
loss penalty from CL flooding alone can lead to the limiting current behavior observed in
the cell polarization curve. In the case of higher GDL thermal conductivity, the voltage
loss from CL flooding is also significant as compared to that with lower GDL thermal
conductivity. The impact of the CL structure on the flooding behavior is also
investigated. A higher micro-pore fraction causes elevated saturation level in the CL and
results in larger voltage loss. Finally, the chief highlight of the current flooding model is
that the evaporation could prove to be a dominant mechanism in CL flooding which has
significant impact on fuel cell performance.
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Table 5-1: Contact angles for different CL constituent components

Material Contact Angle (θo)
Carbon

45

Nafion®

115-85 (dry Æ liquid water equilibrated)
75 (with Carbon)

Pore

Pore

190

Water

Gas

Gas

HO

Oil
10

Gas

HO

HI
x

Pore size

Oil-Water-Gas System

10

10

x

Pore size

10

HI-HO Liquid Water and Gas
System in Mixed-Wet CL

Figure 5-1: Concept map for liquid water behavior in a mixed wettability CL.
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Figure 5-2: Bimodal pore size distribution with different micro-pore fractions
representing the CL structures.
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Figure 5-3: Capillary pressure – saturation curves for different CL structure-wettability
representations.
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Figure 5-7: Liquid water saturation distributions along the CL thickness with different
heat partition factors.
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Figure 5-8: Normalized liquid flux distributions along the CL thickness corresponding to
the heat partition factors in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-9: Liquid water saturation distributions along the CL thickness for different cell
operating temperatures and with GDL thermal conductivity of 1.5 W/mK.
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Figure 5-10: Liquid water saturation distributions along the CL thickness for different
cell operating temperatures and with GDL thermal conductivity of 10 W/mK.
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Figure 5-13: Effect of the GDL thermal conductivity on the CL voltage loss.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS
The primary focus of this thesis work is to gain a detailed understanding of the
underlying structure-transport interactions and the flooding behavior in the PEFC catalyst
layer by deploying pore-scale modeling and macroscopic analysis. Specific questions
addressed in this work include: (1) what is a reasonable estimate of the CL structural
resistance to the species transport, (2) how can we predict the compositional influence on
the CL performance, (3) how can we evaluate two-phase closure relations for liquid water
transport in the CL, (4) what could be a way to quantify the detrimental consequence of
liquid water on the CL voltage loss in terms of the pore blockage and the catalytic site
coverage effects, and (5) what is the role of the CL flooding in the overall fuel cell
performance. The models developed and the series of studies conducted to address these
questions are summarized below.

6.1 Summary
The pore scale modeling framework comprises of three components: (1)
stochastic reconstruction model, (2) direct numerical simulation (DNS) model, and (3)
lattice Boltzmann (LB) model.
In Chapter 2, the stochastic reconstruction model is developed to generate 3-D CL
microstructures based on low-order statistical inputs, namely porosity and two-point
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autocorrelation function. The two-point autocorrelation function is evaluated from actual
CL TEM micrographs. The electrochemically active interfacial area (ECA) ratio values
predicted from the reconstructed CCM (catalyst coated membrane) and CDM (catalyzed
diffusion media) CL microstructures agree well with the measured cyclic voltammetry
(CV) data.
In Chapter 3, the DNS model is developed in order to investigate the CL
structural influence on the underlying electrochemistry coupled species transport. In
addition to providing detailed 3-D description of the oxygen, reaction current and cathode
overpotential distributions within the CL structure, the DNS model predicts a Bruggeman
correction factor of around 3.5 representative of the CL structural resistance to the
species transport. The pore-path and proton-path tortuosity values are also estimated,
which similar to the Bruggeman corrector factor can be used as valuable inputs to the
macroscopic fuel cell models. Furthermore, the DNS study of a bi-layer CL structure
suggests that higher electrolyte phase volume fraction near the membrane and higher void
fraction near the GDL facilitate transport and provides enhanced performance. The
effects of low humidity and high temperature on the CL performance are also
investigated. In both the scenarios the reaction current distribution is highly nonuniform
and the reaction penetration depth is short rendering poor CL performance. Finally, the
DNS model could be used as an effective tool to study the CL compositional influence on
the performance and foster novel electrode design.
The Chapter 4 is dedicated to the development of a two-phase lattice Boltzmann
model for liquid water transport. In addition to gain insight into the underlying liquid
water dynamics, the key highlight of this model is to systematically evaluate the
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constitutive relations pertaining to the two-phase transport. In this regard, steady state
numerical experiments are designed to evaluate the capillary pressure and relative
permeability relations as functions of liquid water saturation which can be further
deployed as valuable closures in the macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models. The 3-D
liquid water distributions obtained from the two-phase simulations are subsequently used
to estimate the pore blockage and catalytic site coverage effects via a combined DNS and
LB model. The CL voltage loss predicted using the blockage and coverage relations agree
well with the experimentally observed polarization curve and successfully estimate the
performance loss due to liquid water in the transport control regime, which could not be
addressed otherwise.
The key highlight of the pore-scale modeling is not only to unveil the underlying
structure- performance interactions in the CL but also to provide quantitative estimates of
the two-phase transport parameters for inputs into macroscopic fuel cell models. It is
important to highlight that the present pore-scale modeling framework not only attempts
to transition the macroscopic PEFC modeling beyond empiricism but also indicates a
science-based approach toward fuel cell material design.
The Chapter 5 is specifically designed to develop a 1-D theoretical model for the
CL flooding behavior and to elucidate its role in the fuel cell performance. The CL
flooding model incorporates a simplified structure-wettability model and a liquid water
transport model based on the water and heat balance in the CL. The structure-wettability
model provides a generic description of the CL structural and wetting characteristics in
terms of a three-phase approach and allows evaluating two-phase parameters, namely the
capillary pressure and relative permeability as functions of liquid water saturation. The
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transport model is specifically devised to study the influence of the CL evaporative
capability on the flooding behavior. The cell operating temperature and the GDL thermal
conductivity play significant roles in CL flooding. Higher cell temperature promotes
evaporation. The voltage loss penalty at low temperature operation is substantial and
leads to the limiting current behavior. Also a higher micro-pore fraction in the CL pore
size distribution causes higher liquid water saturation level and hence larger voltage loss.
The flooding model suggests that evaporation plays a key role in CL flooding and hence
the cell performance.

6.2 Recommendations
The combined pore-scale modeling and macroscopic analysis presented in the
current dissertation suggests the following recommendations for future study with the
aim to enhance the overall model versatility and also to address some of the important
transport phenomena in the PEFC.
•

CL Structure-Wettability Effects: The preliminary study of droplet motion
described earlier indicates the importance of wall wettability on liquid water
transport. The effect of pore wall wettability on liquid water transport through the
catalyst layer structure needs to be further explored. In this regard, the present LB
model should be extended to include the mixed wettability effect in the CL
microstructures. This study should provide further insight into the structurewettability relation and the underlying two-phase dynamics in the CL.
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•

Development of High Density and Viscosity Ratio Two-Phase LB model: In a
PEFC, air-water two-phase flow involves density-ratio around 1000 and viscosity
ratio of 18. However, most of the current two-phase LB models available in the
literature, let alone the current Shan-Chen (S-C) model [93, 94], cannot handle
high density and viscosity ratio due to numerical instability and the situation is
even worse especially for transport in porous media applications. For instance, the
density ratio achieved by the Shan-Chen (S-C) model [93, 94] and the freeenergy-based model [101, 102] is around 10 and the largest density ratio tested
using the model by He et al. [105] is around 40. It is important to resolve the high
density and viscosity ratio issue which is plaguing the LB models in general,
although for a porous structure, like the CL, the density and viscosity difference
issue could be justified to be of negligible influence. However, owing to the
dearth of data available for air-water two-phase flow in the literature, it is
imperative to develop a two-phase LB model which can handle high density and
viscosity ratio for two-phase transport through porous media. Finally
benchmarking of the predicted results from the new model against the available
results from the current S-C model should further bolster the validity of the
assumptions made in the present LB model.

•

Enhanced CL Microstructure Reconstruction: With the advent of high
resolution of TEM images obtainable for the complex CL structure, the current
two-phase microstructure reconstruction technique should be advanced to
delineate a three-phase description of the CL structure. Furthermore, it is of
significant importance to incorporate a bi-modal description of the pore size
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distribution in the structure generation technique. This advancement in the
microstructure reconstruction technique will provide more flexibility in
maneuvering the digital structure generation and further transport simulation
leading to virtual material design of the PEFC catalyst layers.
•

Gas Diffusion Layer Flooding: Similar to the CL, the GDL also plays a key role
in the overall PEFC performance owing to the transport limitation caused by the
liquid water which blocks the porous network thereby rendering hindered oxygen
transport to the CL. Although the importance of flooding in the GDL has been
sufficiently studied in the literature, however the role of the GDL structure and
wetting characteristics on the flooding phenomena as well as liquid water
transport are largely unexplored. Furthermore, the macroscopic two-phase models
widely deployed in the literature employ arbitrary two-phase closure relations,
e.g. capillary pressure and relative permeability as function of liquid water
saturation. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to further enhance the current
pore-scale modeling framework to study the flooding behavior in the fibrous GDL
in order to gain fundamental understanding of the liquid water transport,
evaluation of the two-phase closure relations and finally devise novel material
design for better PEFC performance.

•

1-D PEFC Sandwich Model: The current 1-D CL flooding model should be
extended to include the effects of the adjoining components, namely the
microporous layer (MPL), the GDL and the membrane and also the anode side.
This 1-D sandwich model will allow effectively studying the water and heat
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balance in the entire fuel cell and also capturing the interactions among the
components in a more consistent fashion.
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